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FOREWORD
This volume presents a planning documents
analysis of the Prephase A Study for an Analysis of a
Reusable Space Tug. This study was conducted by the
Space Division of North American Rockwell Corporation,
Seal Beach, California, for the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration, Manned Spacecraft Center., Housto'n,
Texas. The effort was performed under Contract NAS9-
10925. The six volumes comprising this final report
include:
Volume l. Management Summary SD 71-292-1
Volume 2. Technical Summary SD 71-292-2
Volume 3. Mission and Operations SD 71-292-3
Analysis
Volume 4. Spacecraft Concepts and SD 71-292-4
Systems Design
Volume 5. Subsystems Analysis SD 71-292-5
Volume 6. Planning Documents SD 71-292-6
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ACS
APU
CA
CAM
CC
CCB
CDR
cr
CIS
CLS
CM
C/O
CSM
DET
The following abbreviations are used in this docum.ent:
Approved bidders
Attitude control system
Auxiliary propulsion unit
Contract award
Cargo module
Change control
Change control board
Critical design review
Configuration item
Chemical interorbital shuttle
Chemica11unar shuttle
Crew module
Checkout
Command service m-odu1e
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ECLSS
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Earth orbit
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EOS
EOSS
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leD
1M
IPP
IOC
IRU
LEO
LG
LM
LOPD
LSB
MK
MU
NHU
OLF
OLS
OMS
OSSA
~Gf~\ SpaceD:v!sion~··n'J North American Rockwell
Earth-orbital shuttle (two-stage reusable)
Earth-orbital space station
Expendable second stage
Flight readines s review
Interface control document
Intelligence module
.NASA integrated program plan
Initial operational capability (date)
Inertial reference unit
Low earth orbit
Landing gear kit
Lunar module
Lunar-orbital propellant depot
Lunar surface bas e
Manipulator kit
Mockup
Nu-rnb€-I' Q.i contract.s
Number of Hardware units to be procured
Orbiting lunar facility
Orbiting lunar station
Orbital maneuvering system
Office of space station applications.
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PD
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PL
PM
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RNS
RST
SDR
SRR
SvsM
TC
TDRSS
T-V
T/W
UP
Denotes procurerDent decisions occurring In sets, indicated by
de.cimals over a period of time·
Product configuration audit
Planning do cument
Preliminary design review
Program element
Payload
Propulsion module
Program planning and control
Reusable nuclear shuttle
Reusable space tug
System design review
System readiness review
Entire tug system versus module procurement
Type of contract
T.racking and data relay satellite system
Thermal vacuum
Thrus t to weight
Unmanned payloads
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INTRODUCTION
The planning documents (PD's) included in this report were prepared
in accordance with the requirements of Task 4 of the contract (NAS9-10925)
Staternent of Work; The purpose of the PD' s is to provide NASA with
information that will (1) enable NASA management to decide whether or not
to proceed with subsequent phases of the Reusable Space Tug (RST) Program
and (2) guide NASA m.anagement to the key decisions to be m.ade and to the
critical technology developm.ent requirem.ents. The PDf s describe a logical,
integrated set of activities and events neces sary to accomplish m.is sion and
operational requirem.ents. The PD's include realistic schedules and cost
estimates for budgetary and planning purposes and essential related program.
inform2.tion for economical and high-quality developm.ent and operations.
The PD' s cover preliminary analysis, definition, design, m.anuf2.cture, test,
ground operations, flight operations, refurbishment, and related activities
for the reusable space tug (NASA Phases A, B, C, and D). The PD's cover
the three m.ajor RST study developm.ent categories (unmanned earth-orbital
tug, -m.anned earth-orbital tug, and manned lunar tug) and the three selected
design concepts (1, 5, and 11). The tim.e period .covered in this effort is
from. the start of Phase A (as sumed as 1 June 1971) through 31 Decem.ber 1989.
The planning docum.ents are thoroughly integrated and consist of six
principal elem.ents:
1. Work breakdown structure
2. Schedules
Program. developm.ent schedule
Operational schedule
Operational flight vehicles production schedule
3. Prelim.inary plans
Design
Manufacturing
Testing
- 1 -
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Ground operations
Supporting re search and technology
4. Decision matrix
5. System description
6. Program cost estimates
The Space Division of North American Rockwell Corporation prepared
the planning documents using the approach shown in Figure 1. This approach
is discus sed in detail under the various sections of the PD's. Provisions
are made for a soft mockup to facilitate design engineering and manufacturing
planning and to familiarize NASA with the reusable space tug (RST) de sign.
Test hardware requirements and test operations are based on a test philosophy
that will minimize cost while ensuring reliability and system safety. Pro-
duction requirements for operational flight vehicles are based on anticipated
mission and operational requirements. The scheduling analysis (perfonned
in conjunction with the preparation of the program development schedule and
the schedule s of the manufacturing and te sting plans) shows that it is fea sible
to achieve initial operational capability (lOC) dates for the unmanned earth-
orbital tug of 1 January 1980, for the manned earth-orbital tug of
1 December 1980, and for the manned lunar tug of 1 April 1983.
- 2 -
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1. 0 WORK BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE
The work breakdown structure (WBS) lists the principal categories of
RST-supported programs, related program elements, and the principal
categories of hard\vare, services, and related work tasks involved in RST
development and production. The WBS (Figure 2) is hardware-oriented to
the major subsystem level (level 5) and provides a frame of reference for
preparing the program cost estimates, schedules, preliminary plans and
decision matrix.
The WBS is structured in a manner similar to other current NASA pro-
grams. The WBS hardware portion reflects a hardware tree derived from an
analysis of selected RST design concepts. The WBS is applicable to all three
selected design concepts and all three major development categories. To
facilitate identification of development (nonrecurring) and production
(recurring costs), the WBS contains separate breakdowns for test and flight
hardware.
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Figure 2. Work Breakdown Structure - Reusable Space Tug
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2. 0 PROGRAM SCHEDULES
The following start and cOll1.pletion dates reflect an analysis of
manufacturing and test requirernents for the reusable space tug (RST) and
the constraints imposed by the tug's lunar landing operations as compared
with its earth-orbital operations:
1. Cllrrent Prephase A study - started 8 June 1970; completed
8 March 1971.
2. All three major development categories
Phase A - Start 1 June 1971; to be completed
29 February 1972
Phase B - Start 1 June 1972; to be completed
31 May 1973
3. Unmanned earth-orbital tug
Phase C - Start 1 December 1973; to be completed
30 November 1974
Phase D - Start 1 December 1974 through 31 December 1989
laC - 1 January 1980
4. Manned earth-orbital tug
Phase C - Start 1 December 1975; to be completed
30 November 1977
Phase D - Start 1 December 1977 through 31 December 1989
laC - 1 December 1980
5. Manned lunar tug
Phase B-1 -Start 1 December 1976; to be completed
30 November 1977
2-1
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Phase C - Start 1 April 1978; to be completed
31 March 1979
Phase D - Start 1 April 1979 through 31 December 1989
IOC - 1 April 1983
2.1 PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT SCHEDULE
The program development schedule has been prepared in two forms:
a master detailed schedule (Figure 3) and a summary schedule (Figure 4).
It should .be noted that the schedule includes luajor milestones and reflects
the requirements for test articles and mockups. The schedule includes one
operational flight vehicle for each of the three major RST development
categories (unmanned earth orbital tug, manned earth orbital tug and manned
lunar tug).
2. 1. 1 Ground Rule s and As sumptions
The following ground rules and assumptions were established for
preparation of the preliminary program development schedule:
1. The schedule will define the orderly, economical evaluation of
events that lead to the realization of the operational system and
mission objectives.
2. A four-phased program for developing the reusable space tug
will be followed with the first phase (Phase A) to start on
1 June 1971 following a three-month evaluation period of the
Prephase A study.
3. A nine-month preliminary analysis is allowed for Phase A.
4. A 12-month Phase B definition period is allowed following a
three-month Phas~ A evaluation analysis. The definition phase
will cover all three major development categories and all
candidate design concepts to ensure maintenance of the system
approach. The output will be a recommended single, basic
design concept.
5. A 12-month preliminary detail design (Phase C) period is allowed
for the unmanned earth-orbital ttig following a 6-month evaluation
of the Phase B definition study. Phase C for .the manned earth
orbital tug and the manned lunar tug will start one year and
3 years and four HlOnths, respectively, after completion of
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Phase C for the earth-orbital tug. The Phase C periods for these
tugs are staggered to allow completion of the detail design portion
of Phase D (development and operations) of the previous develop-
ment category and thus maxhn.ize the use" ~f experience gained
from prior designs.
6. The following initial operational capability (lOC) dates are
assumed:
a. Unmanned earth-orbital tug - 1 January 1980
b. Manned earth-orbital tug - 1 December 1980
c. Manned lunar tug - 1 April 1983
7. The initial flight of the vehicle may be an operational flight. All
subsystems will be modifications or extensions of the technology
used in other NASA programs developed previously (e. g., earth-
orbital space shuttle, space station, etc.,); and thermal-vacuum
tests may be accomplished by flights in the space shuttle.
8. Insertion into earth orbit will be accomplished by the earth-orbital
space shuttle, and transportation to lunar orbit will be by the
reusable nuclear shuttle or by the chemical interorbital shuttle.
9. Existing facilities are available or can be obtained in time for all
manufacturing, testing, production, deployment, and maintenance
operations.
10. A'delta-definition Phase B-1 will be conducted for the manned
lunar tug to ensure incorporation of the latest state-of-the-art
a:-dvancenYentssuh"sequ-eTl1: to ·&e-sign 1]-£ the e{Lxth-orbital tu.gs.
II. A soft mockup (wood) of the vehicle will be built during the Phase B
definition study and will be updated during subsequent phases.
12. The structural test article for each module will be converted into
a hard mockup following completion of all static 'and dynamic
tests.
13. The test modules for the unmanned earth-orbital tug will be
modified as necessary and reused in the ll1anned earth-orbital tug
testing program. New test modules will be required for the
manned lunar tug.
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2.1.2 Dis·cussion
The preliminary program development schedule shows the majo 1.'
milestones and prograIn activities for the engineering, developIllent and
qualification testing, acceptance testing, production, deployment, and
maintenance functions; but the schedule does not give precise milestones.
Preliminary design reviews (PDR' s) will be held during the Phase C
preliminary detail design study for each configuration item (CI) with the
first PDR scheduled to start approximately 2 months prior to the end of the
phase. The PDR' s for more than one CI m.ay be held concurrently. Major
outputs during Phase C will include preliminary design of the crt s and their
subsystems, CI developlTIent specifications, updated progralTI plans and
schedules, and detailed cost estimates for Phase D.
Critical design reviews (CDR's) will be held for each CI during
Phase D. These reviews will start when the detail drawings and product
specifications are complete enough (approximately 80 percent) to determine
acceptability of detail design, performance, test, production, and deployment
characteristics. The CDR's of more than one CI may be held concurrently.
A program development schedule analysis indicates that RST development is
entirely feasible from a scheduling viewpoint. ~An orderly progres sion of
events is shown from the unmanned earth-orbital tug to the manned earth-
orbital tug to the manned lunar tug. This program development schedule is
based on Concept 1, but there are no signific.ant scheduling differences
between any of the three selected design.concepts. The manufacturing plan
includes a prelhninary breakdown of the manufacturing processes and
schedules. Preliminary test procedures and schedules are included in the
test plan.
The supporting research and technology (SR&T) study required to
advance the RST design technology to the 1973-1974 base is shown starting
at the same time as does the Phase A study. SR&T development details are
given in the supporting research and technology plan. The latter plan
includes an integrated and com.posUe schedule showing the interrelationships
of required deveiopment times (duration) and available dates for critical
technologies as dictated by the overall program development schedule.
2. 1. 3 Summary Schedule
Figure 4 summarizes the major features of the program development
schedule as so ciated with development of the flight vehicle s.
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2.2 OPERATIONAL SCHEDULE
The reusable space tug operational schedule (Figure 5) was derived
from the baseline traffic model (Table 1). The schedule is constructed by
using a bar for each mission category. Because of the large number of
missions in each category, the missions are not scheduled within a calendar
year; however, the total missions scheduled for each year' are noted in each
bar. A range of unmanned earth-orbital missions within the calendar year
is occasioned by the possibility of clustering payloads for the geosynchronous
OSSA misssions. This clustering could reduce the missions from 160 to
as few as 27.
2.3 OPERATIONAL FLIGHT VEHICLES PRODUCTION SCHEDULE
2.3. 1 Number of Required Vehicles
The following assumptions were used to determine the number of flight
vehicles required to fulfill the operational schedule shown on Figure 5:
1. The number of times the propulsion·modules and intelligence
modules may be reused is dependent upon the mission delta V
requirements.
Low (~ V < 1600 fps) - approximately 100 reuses per module
Moderate (~ V ::::: 3500 fps) - approximately 50 reuses per module
High (~ V > 7000 fps) - variable, up to 18 reuses, dependent on
length of us eful life.
2. All ITlOdules will be limited to a 3-year useful life .
. .
3. It is assumed that missions may be combined for geosynchronous
orbit. An average between the minimum of 27 and the maximum
of 160 ( ::::: 93 flights) was used.
4. Two manned earth-orbital tugs will be docked to the space station
at all times for emergency rescue.
5. Two lunar tugs will be expended in building the lunar base.
6. Five unmanned earth-orbital tugs are expended on far planetary
missions. Tugs selected for these missions will be those that
have expended most of their useful life in other 'mis sian
applications.
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Table 1. Summary of Baseline Traffic Model
Year
Mission Category 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 Total
OSSA:
Geosynchronous 20 16 19 12 15 15 15 15 21 12 160
Planetary 0 3 1 2 3 2 4 0 4 4 2\
Spacec raft maintenance( 3) 1 3 4 9 9 10 10 10 10 10 76
Other 6 5 5 3 6 5 7 4 6 4 51
Space station (complement) (12)( 1) (12) (12) (25) (2) (37)(2) (50)(2) (75)(2) (100) (100) (l00)
Basic support 3 6 6 11 14 18 26 33 3 ; D I H;
Detailed sate llite 14 47 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 541
maintenance
Lunar landings 1 4 4 7 6 \ 6 6 \4
Lunar support to 56 83 107 126 124 118 118 712 '
propellant t ran sfe r
system station
Manned Mars 26 ?6 S?
Total 44 80 95 154 194 221 225 252 284 273 1H52
(I)For 6 months
(2) Ave rage during buildup
(3)Performed from Space Station
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7. Lunar tugs will be used only for lunar landing missions.
Earth-orbital tugs may be used for any earth-orbital ITlission
(i. e., tugs are not restricted to a single-type mis sion).
8. A method will be available to determine the aITlount of life
remaining in a vehicle after each mis sion.
9. Module and tank set requirements for the three selected design
concepts are defined as follows:
Concept 1
Concept 5
Single propulsion n1.odule on all missions
Single intelligence module on all missions
Single crew module on all manned mis sions
Single propulsion module on all low earth-orbital
missions
Reusable tank set added for lunar landing missions
Two propulsion modules -on each unmanned
planetary and geosynchronous mission
Two intelligence mod:ules for each planetary and
Geo synchronous mis s ion
Single intelligence m.odules for lunar landing and
low earth-orbiting missions
Single crew module on all manned mis sions
Concept 11 - Single small propulsion module on all mis sions
Large eA~endable tank set on geosynchronous and
planetary mis sions
Large reusable tank set for lunar landing mis sions
Single intelligence module on all mis sions
Single crew module on all manned mis sions
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Based upon the previously listed assumptions, the baseline traffic
model (Table 1) was analyzed. Table 2 is used to determine the number of
vehicles required for each concept. The latter n1,1mbers are combined under
the three development categories in Table 3.
2.3.2 Production Rates
The time spans and production rates to produce the required number
of modules and tank sets for each configuration concept are based on the
following as sumptions :
1.. The longest single step in the production process (final assembly
or systems installation) for the complete vehicle will determine
the rate at which modules and tank sets will corne off the Ilproduc-
tion line. I I
2. Production olall modules and tank sets is to be completed prior
to 31 December 1989.
3. All modules and tank sets will be produced in a continuous run and
placed into storage as required.
4. A 90-percent learning curve is applicable.
5. One-, two-, and three-shift operations will be used as required
to complete vehicles within the required time spans.
6. First and second shifts are considered equally productive. The
third shift is assumed to increase productivity by 35 percent over
a two-shift operation.
. .
7. Multiple I'production lines II will be used if required.
8. The production of the tank sets for Concept 5 will be included
with the production of the propulsion modules, because installation
of the engines is not the pacing item.
The numbers of modules and tank sets for which production is to start
each year are shown in Figure 6.
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Table 2. Vehicle Requirements by oMission Category
Mission Category
U nInann"d flights
Nunlber
of
Flights
Average
Number of
Reuses
Configuration C(Jnc<'pt
5 11
Geosynchronous orbit
Planetary + nliscellaneous
Lunar landing
93
74
14
18 5 PM's 10 PM's 93 tank sets
51M's 101M's 5 PM's
l8( 1) 4 PM's 8 PM's 74 tank sets
4 1M's 8 IM's 4 PM's
7{2) 2 PM's 2 PM's 2 tank sets
2 1M's 2 tank sets 2 PM's
21M's Z 1M's
Manned Flights
Space station basic support 180 60 5 PM's 5 PM's 0 o tank sets
(t2 for rescue) 5 1M's 5 1M's 5 PM's
5 CM's 5 CM's 5IM's
5 CM's
Satellite maintenance 602 100 6 PM's 6 PM's o tank sets
6 1M's 61M's 6 PM's
3 CM's 3 CM's 61M's
Lunar landing (+ 2 expended 20 10(2) 4 PM's 4 tank sets 4 tank sets
for lunar base) 41M's 4 PM's 4 PM's
4 CM's 41M's 41M's
4 CM's 4 CM's
Lunar suppa rt + mannecl 784 98 8 PM's 8 PM's o tank sets
Mars 81M's 8 IM's 8 PM's
3 CM's 3 CM's 81M's
3 CM's
PM - propulsion module; 1M - intelligence module; CM - crew module
(l)For Concept 1 and II, eight vehicles are e>..-pended completely for far planetary °and solar system
escape missions. For Concept 5, eight PM's and eight 1M's are expended, and ei£ht PM's and
eight 1M's are recovered for far planetary and escape missions.
(2)Number of vehicles required determined by module life linlitation
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Table 3. Vehicle Requirements by Development Category
ConfigUl~ation Concepts
Development Category 1 5 11
Unmanned earth-orbital tug 9 PM's 18 PM's 167 tank sets
9 1M's 181M's 9 PM's
_...
9 IM's
.
Manned earth-orbital tug 19 PM's 20 PM's o tank sets
19 1M's 20 IM's 19 PM's
12 CM1s 12 CM1s 191M's
12 CM's
.~~-
Manned lunar tug 6 PM's 6 PM's 6 tank sets
61M's 6 tank sets 6 Pl.;P s
4 CM's 6 1M's 6 Th1.'s
4 CM's 4 CM's
Total 34 PM's 44 PM's 173 tank sets
341M's 6 tank sets 34 PM1s
16 CM's 141M's 341M's
16 CM's 16 CM's
PM - propulsion module
1M - intelligence module
CM - crew module .
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i 2 ') I 1 I I 1 11
I 2 i 3 I 2 2 1 2 2 I 2 2I ! r 1 i I 1 1 1 1 1I
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t1 r; r; I 5 4 I 3 3 4 4 I 5 2
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I
I I
I I
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., I i r I 1 I I I
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I I I I I 1 I I , 1 1 I
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Figure 6 _ Preliminary Operational Flight Vehicles Production Schedule
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3.0 PRELIMINARY PLANS
The purpo,se of the RST project preliminary plans is to set and
communicate a course of action for achieving mis sion and operational
requirements (1) at the lowes t practical overall development, production,
and refurbishment costs, (2) on time with respect to the operational target
dates, (3) in accordance with the NASA's quality standards, and (4) with the
utmost safety. The plans also provide a basis fo-r realistic schedules and
program cost estimates and ensure functional integration of the various
RST project'parts and activities.
The scope of the RST project planning activity is extremely broad and
encompas ses: (1) ground and flight operations; (2) all technical and manage-
rnent functions, including system engineering and design, m.anufacturing,
test, facilities, ground support equipment, logistics support, refurbishment,
cost and schedule control, configuration management, etc.; and (3) support-
ing research and technology requirements. In accordance with contractual
requirements, NR Space Division has prepared five preliminary plans that
NASA considers most useful at this time and commensurate with the objec-
tives of the Prephase A study contract. These plans include those for
design, manufacturing, testing, ground operations, and supporting research
and technology. Although these plans are preliminary in nature, they are
defined in sufficient detail to demonstrate and verify the RST project
approach, formulate the basis for schedule and cost estimating, and guide
NASA in technology planning. During subsequent phases of this project,
these plans "Yill be updated and expanded, and additional plans will be pre-
pared as required.
The plans cover RST project Phases A, B, C, and D; and NR has
thoroughly integrated their (the plans) preparation with the other contractual
activities. The plans basically reflect current contract requirements and
the overall RST project. The requirements were evolved from technical
analyses conducted during the study. The plans reflect the three selected
design concept s (1, 5, and 11) and the three major development categories
(unmanned earth- orbital tug, manned earth-orbital tug, and ·manned lunar
tug) and include any major variations necessitated by differences in the
selected design concepts and development categories. The plans are con-
sistent with the work breakdown structure, which exerted an integrating
influence on plan preparation. The plans reflect. the requirements for mock-
ups and test articles and highlight significant problem areas and issues.
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The individual plan schedules and n1.ilestones were evolved in con-
sonance with the evolution of the overall program. developm.ent schedule.
NR integrated the preparation of each preliminary plan with the other plans.
These preliminary plans conform with applicable NASA management and
technical criteria and NR management systems and guidelines. The plans
also reflect NR I S broad, past experience in planning and implementing
major programs. The balance of this section cover s the individual plans.
3. 1 DESIGN PLAN
3.1.1 Purpose
The purpos e of the design plan is to identify the requirements for
planning, organizing, directing, and controlling the engineering process for
developing the reusable space tug. The design plan presents task descrip-
tions applicable to all phase s of the program, and it will evolve during
Phase C into the engineering management plan..
3.1.2 Scope
The design plan spans all engineering activities, including (1) the
plan definition for the technical program and designe££orts; (2) definition of
system performance and configuration requirements; (3) documentation of
configuration de sign and acceptance tests; (4) integration of changes, prob-
lem. definition and studies, and interface control; and (5) verification and
evaluatiol1 during all program phases.
3. 1. 3 Engineering Requirements
System Design Approach
The mission operations Prephase A study resulted in the selection of
three major mis sion categories (unmanned earth ·orbit, manned earth orbit,
and manned lunar landing) as representative of the range of capabilities
required by a reusable space tug. Three configuration concepts were
selected for further study.
High priority will be given to an investigation of commonality of
requirements with other NASA and USAF programs for all system elements
(equiplnent, personnel, facilities, software, and procedural data) to reduce
to a minimum the design and development time of all components and sub-
systems. VThenever pos sible, equipment developed on other programs will
be utilized on the tug.
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Task Summary
Figure 7 shows the basic engineering process to be followed during
the four phases of the prograln. The chart illustrates the iterative nature
of both the requirements analysis and the design engineering activities
within program phases and between phases. ]\1ore detail requirements and
solutions are provided with proper regard to (1) types of system functions
and their "pecking order" (e. g., definition of test functions depends upon
detail information regarding equipment to be tested), and (2) level of defini-
tion within each system function (subsystem, black box, or component) as
well as the completenes s of coverage of each system function. Design
requirements definition progresses in an orderly manner through all study
phases from the overall approach to a comparative, to an integrated, and
finally to a verified approach (tests and design reviews).
The iterative nature of the engineering process is further illustrated
by the schematic in Figure 8, which shows the progression from planning
the efforts through the development of the various functional requirements
to the detail design of elements and to fabrication and development test.
At any point in the proces s, recycling may become necessary.
Figure 9 shows the technical functions required to fulfill the engineer-
ing commitments in the program. The activities have been organized into
the basic modules: requirenl.ents definition, planning, design and integration,
and verification. The detailed task descriptions are discussed in the
following paragraphs.
Requirements Definition
Mis sion Operations Requirements. Portray graphically and
sequentially (functional flow block diagrams) all detailed mission functions
that must be satisfied by system elements; define and investigate alterna-
tive functions that offer significant benefit; develop design requirements
(system and development specifications) for mis sion operations end items;
develop requirements for mis sion operations per sonnel and training pro-
grams; select flight hardware -approaches; and identify high-risk and long
lead-time items.
Test Requirements. Portray graphically the test functions required
to verify the mission operations solutions; define and investigate an alterna-
tive rneans and location for performing the test functions; develop design
requirements for test end-items; prepare system test plans; develop person-
nel and training requirements for test operations; develop requirements for
test facilities; select test hardware and facilities approaches; and identify
high- risk areas and long lead-time items.
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Maintepance and Training Requirements. Prepare functional diagrams
of all maintenance and training functions required to support the mis sien
operations; select and investigate alternate locations (space and ground) and
procedures for perform.ing maintenance and training 'functions; develop design
requirements for maintenance and training end items; develop facility
requirements associated with maintenance and training functions; select
_maintenance and training hardware and facilities approaches; prepare
maintenance and training plans; and identify high- risk and long lead-time
areas.
Production and Deployment Requirements. Prepare functional
diagrams de~ining all production (manu£acturing, assemblying, etc.) and
deployment (transportation, installation, checkout, etc.,) functions; per-
form trade studies to determine preferred methods (module versus complete
stack) of as sembly, installation, checkout, and transportation; develop
requirements for production and deployment end items and facilities; develop
requirements for production and deployment personnel; select production and
deployment hardware and facility approaches, and identify high-risk and long
lead-time areas.
System Requirements. Prepare the initial system specification that
states the technical and mis sian requirements for the system, allocates
requirements to functional areas, and defines the interface bet<.l';reen and
among functional areas; and establish the System Definition Handbook as a
repository of the system requirements documentation (e. g., functional
diagrams, requirements allocations, interface control documents, schenl.atic
block diagrams, design sheets, and system plans) required to establish
system requirements.
Planning
Engineering Program. Identify the tasks and align them to program
milestones and production schedules; provide the detail planning that
contributes to further definition of the master schedule; and provide the
engineering management networks.
Engineering Planning. Establish compatibility and consistency between
schedules, budget breakdowns, and work packages; and provide adequate and
clearly defined interfaces with the other program planning functions.
Engineering Specialty Plans. Describe in the engineering manage-
ment plan (to be developed in Phase C) the integration of program efforts
for the engineering specialty areas with the detailed specialty programs
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included as subplans. The specialty areas and their governing documents
are:
Reliability - NPC 250-1
Maintainability - MIL-STD-470, 471, MIL-HDBK-472
Per sonnel sub system and human factors
System safety - Safety Program Directive No. lA and No.2,
MSC M-8080
Standardization
Electromagnetic compatibility
System mas s properties
Producibility
Transportability
Engineering Cost and Schedule Positions. Determine current progress
with respect to cost and schedule estimates, and provide reports that can be
used as a basis for effective corrective action, if required.
Design and Integration
Expand Requirements Analysis. Develop lower levels of system
requirements, and update development specifications and the system plans;
identify detailed interface requirements based upon coordination with those
responsible for design of the interfacing items.
Preliminary Detail Design. Prepare and update the layouts, sche-
matics, and logic drawings expressing the design solution; prepare interface
control drawings.
Development Test Program. Integrate the system test program by
examining all test and checkout requirements and identifying the test pro-
gram plans to be prepared.
Integrate Preliminary Detail Design. Expand and update the specifica-
tions and the System Definition Handbook. As requirements documentation
is incorporated into the system and development specifications, remove the
documentation from the System Definition Handbook and replace with a
reference to the specifications.
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Establish Interface Control. Prepare, negotiate, and release interface
control documents.
Accomplish Detail Design. Prepare the engineering drawings and the
product specifications for the de sign solutions sati sfying the design-to
requirements; prepare material and process specificat~ons for. make items;
and prepare specifications for the procurement of buy items.
Production Release. Provide production drawings, material and
process specifications, final development and product specifications, and
updated lower tier specifications; and update the. System. Definition Handbook.
Verification
Engineering Tests. Conduct engineering breadboard and mockup
operations for the purpose of: (1) verification of detail de sign configurations,
interface design including equipment installation locations, and clearances;
and (2) aiding the manufacture of cable harnesses.
Development Test Program. Verify the designs under both static and
dynamic conditions: as sure that qualification requirements are satisfied;
as sure achievement of reliability goals; determine suitability of de sign
configurations with respect to physical, functional, procedure, and environ-
ment interfaces; and verify selected technical characteristics.
System Test Program. Review system verification test plans and
procedures. Provide engineering as sistance during complete- system
operational testing, and assure efficient feedback of test results for tech-
nical evaluation.
Performance Evaluations. Analyze and report the performance of
the system and its elements; determine design improvement requirements;
evaluate the results of system tests; evaluate and report the adequacy of
the design solutions; and plan and execute a technical performance measure-
ment effort, if required.
Effectivenes s Evaluation. Evaluations shall be conducted to provide
the optimum combination of system elements to meet" the objectives and
support requirements in terms of system and cost effectivenes s.
System Requirernents Review. A technical review shall be conducted
of the system functional requirements as documented in the System Defini-
tion Handbook or system specification which specify the performance
characteristics, definition, and operability of the system, system design
and construction standards; requirements for system, and development
testing.
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System Design Review. A technical review shall be conducted of the
system design approach proposed as the design solution to the system. design
requirements in the system and development specifications.
Preliminary De sign Review. A revie"\v of the preliminary de sign of
each item shall be conducted to establish system compatibility and adequacy
of de·sign, identify specific engineering documentation, and confirm inter-
face requirements between each item and other items or facilitie s.
Critical Design Revievl. A detail design technical review of each item
shall be accomplished to determine the acceptability of detail des ign,
characteristics depicted by the design solution specified in the product
specification, accompanying drawings, and other engineering documents
prior to complete com.Illitment of the design to production.
Critical System Design Issues
The Prephase A study mainly investigated the m.is sion operations
functions and vehicle configurations required to perform the luis sions.
Investigation into other system functions and elements was left largely for
later program phases. However, a preliminary analysis was made of the
developn1.ent, qualification and acceptance test functions, the maintenance
function, and the production functions to gain insight into the critical issues
associated with these functions. The resulting issues are presented in the
plans for testing, ground operations, and manufacture. The reusable space
tug was detennined to require a propulsion·module, an intelligence module,
a crew module, a tank set, a lunar landing gear kit, a cargo module, and a
manipulator kit. The is sues and considerations affecting the development
of the space vehicle are presented in the following paragraphs.
GeneralIs sue s
Influence of lunar luis sions on design of the ·modules designed for
earth orbit.
The rendezvous and docking techniques required
The lifetime requirements of the various modules
The effect of maintenance philosophy on design of the system
Ground communications capability required
Commonality of mis sion requirem.ents between NASA and DOD operations
COlunlonality of subsystem design requirements between the space tug,
the space shuttle, and other NASA programs.
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Propulsion Module (PM)
Structural Design for TI1inim.uTI1 weight, TI1eteoroid protection, therTI1al
problems, and concentrated loads for the engine, docking TI1aneuvers,
and the lunar landing gear
Engine selection for type, nUHlber, arrangen1ent and location, pluTI1e
effects, redundancy requireTI1ents, and thrust-to-weight optim.ization
Intelligence TI10dule (1M) integration into propulsion HlOdule (PM) GO Z
and GHZ propellant storage (in 1M or PM.), location top or bottoTI1,
and' dispersion
Attitude control propulsion systeTI1 (ACPS) conditioning unit for duty
cycle, capacity, and redundancy
Crew Module (CM)
Structural design for load paths in a top or botton1 location, landing
gear fittings, docking, andpressurization
Best interior arrangen1ent
Visibility for docking and landing
Crew transfer docking provisions
Intelligence Module (1M)
1M depth required
Docking integration
GOZ/GHZ storage tank Sl.ze versus ACPS conditioning unit cycle
RCS jet configuration for location and stowage
Antenna location for stowage
Acces s for servicing
Structural design for best structural load paths
Integral versus subn10dule packaging
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Kits
Radiator kit for lunar ope rations
Landing gear for integral or separate as sembly
Manipulator kit for manned or unmanned operations
Lunar antenna if high data rates are to be transmitted to earth
3. 1. 4 Engineering Program Management
Design R~views
Phases A and B. During study Phases A and B, combined program and
desigi-J. reviews should be held on a regular and frequent schedule to ensure
the adequacy of the efforts to identify (from the concepts exaITlined in the
Prephase A study) those RST approaches worthy of furt..h.er refinement to
arrive at a single project approach. These reviews will not involve con-
tractual changes and will be classified ~s technical interchanges, which
n_ormally consist of followup actions generated by scheduled reviews.
Changes in requirements resulting from the se in-proces s (work not inter-
rupted) reviews should be formalized by technical directives.
Phase C. During the Phase C study, system requirements reviews
(SRR I s) should be held whenever a significant part of the system functional
requirements has been established and c;1ocumented. After the alternative
design approaches that include the corresponding test requirements have
been considered and the system elements have been defined and selected, a
system design review (SDR) should be instituted to ensure that a technical
understanding has been reached on the. allocation of requirements to (I) the
system segments identified in the system specification, and (2) the configura-
tion items (Cr l s) identified in the development specifications. The SDR is
followed by a preliminary detail design period, and the phase is terminated
by a preliminary detail designs review (PDR) of each CL The PDR evaluates
the progres s, consistency, and technical adequacy of the selected design
and test approach and establishes compatibility with program requirements
and the preliminary design. Action items from the PDR will be contractually
binding on all participants following action by the Contracting Officer.
Phase D. Following completion of detail design for each cr, a critical
design review (CDR) will determine the acceptability of detail design, per-
formance, test, and production characteristics depicted by the design
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solution specified in the product specification, accompanying drawings, and
other engineering documentation. CDR action items will be contractually
binding on all participants following action by the Contracting Officer.
Change Control
Until approval of the system specification at the end of Phase B,
Change Control should be informal with all changes documented in the
System Definition Handbook. Following system specification approval, a
change control system is required for formal approval by the Contracting
Officer of all changes to the requirements in the system specification. This
. change contr·ol system shall be expanded to include the development specifica-
tions following establishment of the design requiren:1.ents baseline at the start
of Phase D and the product specifications following definition of the product
configuration baseline in Phase D.
Organization and Schedule
The engineering organization and schedules required to perfonn the
activities described in this plan will be developed during Phase A and incor-
porated in the plan at that time.
3.2 MANUFACTURING PLAN
3.2. 1 Purpose
The manufacturing plan summarizes the orderly progres sion of
manufacturing activities for conducting Phase A (preliminary analysis),
Phase B (definition), Phase C (design), and Phase D (development and
operations) for the RST. The objective of the pl?-n is to identify and define
the manufacturing requirements.
3.2.2 Scope
The manufacturing plan presents the preliminary manufacturing
approach for the fabrication, qualification, checkout, acceptance, and
refurbishment of RST flight spacecraft, test and qualification articles, and
support equipment. It covers the manufacturing activities through all pro-
grarn phases to rneet the specific RST program requirements. The plan
covers the three selected design concepts and t.he three rnajor development
categories. The plan will be expanded to levels of greater detail during
Phases A, B, and C and finalized in Phase D.
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RequireITlents
The ITlajor hardware iterns covered in the i~anufacturingplan includes
ITlockups and test articles as called for in the testing plan and one operational
flight vehicle for each of the three ITlajor developITlent categories. Based on
these requireITlents, ITlanufacturing tasks have been developed to establish
the ITlanner in which ITlanufacturing resources and experience will be applied
to satisfy prograITl objectives.
Rationale for Sel~EtingTasks and Defining Scope
?~
The rftiomIlB for identifying specific ITlanU£acturing activities for the
R~T is based onpa.st NR experience.
Task SUITlITlary
The overall activities required to fulfill the ITlanufa.cturing cOITlITlitITlents
~n the RST prograITl developITlent are sUITlITlarized below:
Mockup fabrication
Spacecraft fabrication
Test article fabrication
Support equipITlent fabrication
Manufacturing engineering
Production control
RefurbishITlent
Detailed descriptions of these tasks and related activities are described
in the following paragraphs.
Mockups
Soft Mockups. During Phase B, a soft ITlockup (wood) will be fabri-
cated to facilitate design, resolve anticipated probleITl areas (e. g., ReS
installation), verify forITl and fit requireITlents, and verify acces sibility of
equipITlent and cOITlponents for installation, inspection, maintenance, and
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ground systeITl interface. The crew cOlnpartITlent will be used to evaluate
habitability 'criteria, rnan-ITlachine relationship, evaluate docking aids, and
provide initial crew training. This ITlockup will be updated during subse-
quent phase s of the prograITl.
Hard 110ckups. During Phase D, the rrlOdules used in the structural
tests will be available for subsequent use as asseITlbled hard rnockups to
provide fit and functional checkout station for spares, nlOdification kits,
and payload interface as ses SITlent.
Spacecraft Fabrication
The RST will be built in module and kit fonns, which will consist of
a propulsion ITlodule, crew module, intelligence module, cargo module,
tank set, landing gear kit, and manipulator kit.
All primary structures of the modules will be fabricated froITl integrally
stiffened skin panels with mechanically attached ring fraITles and longerons
where required. It is anticipated that high performance insulation will be
required. Environmentally controlled shops will be utilized where required
during fabrication to as sure the product integrity. The shops will be used
during mating of structural asseITlblies, bonding, welding, insulation and
systems and equipment installation. Manufacturing test and checkout will
be conducted progressively through use of production test procedures (PTP).
These procedures are neces sary to verify that electrical, mechanical, and
electromechanical subsystems and assemblies 'conform to engineering draw-
ings and specifications. An analysis of system and equipment specifications
will be initiated during Phases A and B and analyzed in depth during Phases C
and D. These analyses will indicate the manufacturing complexity and
determine subsystems as sembly, test, and checkout requirements. Con-
tractor manufacturing time spans and sup·plier or subcontractor subsystems
delivery schedules will be established accordingly.
Test Article Fabrication
Test articles to satisfy the planned structural tests, qualification tests,
and integrated systeITls tests will be fabricated during PhasesC and D of
each mis sion category.
The static structural test elements are as follows:
UnITlanned earth-orbital tug
Thrust structure
Cargo bay support structure
Hatches and seals
Cryo tank and support structure s
Insulation bond
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Manned earth-orbital tug
Car go bay supports structure
Hatches and seals
Crew compartment
Manned lunar tug
Cargo bay support structure
Hatches and seals
Landing gear kit
Cargo module
The dynamic structural test articles are as follows:
Unmanned earth-orbital tug
Propulsion module structure
Intelligence module structure
Simulated subsystems
Manned earth-orbital tug
Cargo module structure
Simulated subsystems
Note: The propulsion module and intelligence module
structures from the unmanned earth-orbital tug
are to be used for the manned earth-orbital tug.
Manned lunar tug
Propulsion module structure
Intelligence module structure
Cargo module structure
Simulated subsystems
All new structures
Qualification test hardware. The percentage of subsystems hardware
required for a qualification test will be defined by Engineering during
Phases C and D.
Integrated test vehicle requirements. An integrated test vehicle will
be provided to satisfy space simulation tests for each development category.
This effort will be accomplished during Phase D of the program.
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Unmanned earth-orbital tug
Propulsion module
Intelligence module
Manned earth-orbital tug
Crew module
Intelligence module I
Propulsion module
Manipulator kit
MaIl.ned lunar tug
Crew module
Propulsion module
Intelligence module
Landing gear kit
Cargo module
Support Equipment Fabrication
Tobe used from unmanned
earth:..C?rbital tug
AU new
There are two types of support equipment: nondeliverable and
deliverable equipment. Nondeliverable equipment consists of special tooling,
special test equipment (STE), and material handling and parts protection
(1vlH/PP). Deliverable equipment consis t of ground support equipment (GSE)
needed to support the operational capability of a system.
Special Tooling. Weld jigs, assembly jigs, layup dies, detail tooling,
templates, and drill jigs will be fabricated to assemble the RST modules.
Control tooling will be fabricated for controlling the interface s of (1) module
to module (stack configuration), and (2) spacecraft to launch vehicle. Pre-
lim.inary plans for their manufacture and use will be established during
Phases A and B. Tooling lists, concepts, bar charts, and schedules will be
finalized and implemented during Phase D.
Special Test Equipment. The requirements will be det~rmined and
designed by Engineering. This organization will be responsible for the
integrity and verification of electrical, mechanical, and electromechanical
subassemblies, and assembles. Engineering also will be responsible for
the design of special test equipment for ground support. Details will be
defined during subsequent phases of the program.
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1\1aterial Handling and Parts Protection Equipment. It is nece s sary to
identify and provide equipment to safely facilitate the flow of software and
hardware through the stages of raw stock to end item. All design and fabri-
cation are coordinated with the using department and other affected organi-
zations, such as Product Engineering, Systems ~nd Industrial Safety,
Quality Assurance, GSE, and Dimensional Tooling. The details will be
defined during subsequent phases of the program.
Ground Support Equipment. Requirements for GSE, deternlined by
Engineering, will be negotiated as deliverable contractual end items. GSE
equipment will support launch-site activity as well as refurbishm.ent require-
ments. Details will be defined during subsequent phase s of the program.
Manufacturing Engineering
The Manufacturing Engineering organization will cover manufacturing
producibility, tool engineering, material handling and parts protection
engineering, equipment engineering, manufacturing methods, tool planning,
manufacturing order planning, and shop contact. This technical support will
be provided to manufacturing departm~nts responsible for the fabrication,
as sembly, installation, insulation, and testing of RST spacecraft and GSE
equipluent.
Manufacturing Producibility. Manufacturing Engineering will provide
producibility support to Design Engineering during Phases Band C to provide
design analysis from a fabrication tooling C!-nd production handling feasibility
viewpoint. Manufacturing Engineering. also will define the most practical
approach to machining, forming, and proces sing the RST components.
Tool Engineering. Tool engineers will develop the basic manufacturing
operational flow and major tooling concepts as the engineering design is
developed.
Design Engineering, Design personnel will translate engineering
design criteria into tool, material handling, and parts protection designs
to as sure the dinlensional and operational integrity of contract end itenls,
Special Test Equipnlent Engineering. Subsystems analysis will be
perfornled by Manufacturing Engineering to establish test sequence logic.
Manufacturing Engineering will prepai'e test logic flow charts for manu-
facturing, and deternline STE and Detail Checkout Specifications (DCS)
requirenlents.
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Production Control
Production Control as sure s the orderly and timely delivery of products
in accordance with contractual commitments and the manufacturing baseline
docum.ent. Responsibilities will include the development and monitoring of
Manufacturing! s master and detail schedules, hardware and work control,
change control, evaluation and implementation of mechanized systems, and
performance reporting.
Maximum use of computer technology and data proces sing techniques
to improve efficiency and minimize costs will be implemented. Actualtime
versus time standards will be used as performance measurement criteria
for work co"ntrol and management visib.ility. The Change Control organiza-
tion will be responsible for representing Manufacturing in change negotia-
tions and monitoring change progress. Control points and a feedback system
will be employed for performance and status reporting of actual production
progress against schedule milestones.
Programming and Scheduling. Master programnling and scheduling
charts depicting long leadtime procurement requirements will be prepared
during Phases A, B, and C. A master manufacturing development schedule
will be prepared during Phases C and D to depict a coordinated plan for the
fabrication of the soft mockups, test articles, and flight spacecraft.
Preliminary scheduHng of the soft mockups, test articles, and first
ship (operational flight vehicle) are shown in Figures 10, 11, 12, 13, and 14.
Control Systems. Various systems are available to control or monitor
manufacturing activitie s and furnish management and the customer with
accurate data and program visibility. Manufacturing data retrieval and
production order location and report systems are two of the control systems
that will be implemented in Phase D.
Refurbishment
Manufacturing activities for refurbishment will be defined during
subsequent phases of this program. Ground support equipment will be
required and will include such items as transportation equipment, handling
devices, work stands and platforms, and nondestructive testing (NDT)
equipment.
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Figure 10. Preliminary Manufacturing First Ship Flow Plan - Unmanned
Earth- Orbital Tug
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Figure 14. Preliminary Manufacturing Composite Schedule
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3.2.4 Implementation and Managernent
Organization
A Manufacturing and Facilities manager will be appointed at the
beginning of Phase B. He will report directly to the RST luanager.
Figure 15 shows the organizational structure and reporting channels.
Cost Effectivene s s
Cost effectiveness will continue to be a major consideration as the
manufacturing plan is developed. Cos t reduction will be applied where
audits, .program reviews, or technical breakthroughs are identified.
Interface Requirements
Continuing interface with other program plans to as sure complete
coordination of all manufacturing effort will be established as soon as
de signs are sufficiently firm.
3. 3 TESTING PLAN
3.3. I Purpose
The purpose of the testing plan is to identify the development issues
and test requirements and define the RST test activities to provide the
desired operations reliability, safety, and confidence at minimum cost.
3.3.2 Scope
The testing plan describes the planning, analyses, and testing to be
accomplished during Phases A through D ofothe program (preliminary
analysis, definition, design, and development and operations). The plan is
applicable to the three selected design concepts and covers the types of
tests required for the three major development categories (i. e., unmanned
earth-orbital, manned earth-orbital, and manned lunar tugs). The principal
space tug test cagetories are the development, qualification, and integrated
systerns. During Phase A, there will be tradeoff studies to identify optimum
test objectives. In subsequent phases, the test objectives will be the basis
for defining the required tests and detailed test schedules to blend the test
sequences into the overall updated program development schedule.
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3.3.3 Task Descriptions
Test Approach
The primary objective of the approach to be explored during Phase A
'\vill be to accomplish te st planning to provide the maximum reliability,
safety, and confidence levels with Ininimum cost and within schedule con-
straints. The test approach will be based on operational applications and
requirem.ents of the space tug deve lopme nt categorie s. An evaluation will
identify the major testing differences between the selected configurations and
operational applications.· The test proce s s is. shown in Figure 16.
Minimizing Costs. The tes t objective s, and ultimately the tes t
requirelnents, will be predicated upon previous testing and operational
experience of equipment of similar construction or operational environments.
The technology gained from tests and operational use on programs such as
the Earth-Orbital Shuttle and Earth-Orbital Space Station will be available
for analysis and application to the space tug. This technology will reduce
substantially the te sting required for space tug system developm.ent and
qualification. Development and qualification verification that must be satis-
fied by test will be reviewed and analyzed to determine the most effective
and economical means of accomplishment. Multiple reuse of major test
articles will be a goal of the test program. In addition, the possibility of
using the space shuttle or other vehicles expected to be operational in the
time frame required for the space tug testing will be investigated as an
alternative to simulation on the ground.
Test Philosophy
The RST test philosophy identifies the ground rules and criteria for
te st activities from material development through each mis sion qualification.
Specific criteria to be applied to the program are de scribed in the following
paragraphs.
Development Testing. Development tests are those conducted to
select and prove the feasibility of design concepts. These tests are con-
cerned with engineering evaluation of hardware and software to acquire
engineering data, identifying sensitive parameters, and evaluating the
development configuration performance. Development testing will encompass
materials, design feasibility, breadboards, and major test eleITlents. The
criteria to be applied to those te sts shall include the following:
1. All design verification requirements will be satisfied by the
maximum use of analysis and supported by development tests
to the extent necessary.
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2. Structural testing on Inajor test articles 'will verify a satisfactory
design lllargin for operational vehicles. Potential reuse of test
articles for subsequent tests requires that destructive testing
be avoided.
3. Development testing may be used to qualify hardv,rare in those
instances where confidence is such that the probability of success
is high and a cost savings is evident. Rigor and criteria of
qualification testing also must be satisfied.
Qualification Testing. Qualification tests will be conducted with
specific rigor on production specilllens to verify the functional performance
of components and subsystems in spe dfied environlllents and to delllonstrate
compliance-with design and performance specifications. The following
criteria will be applied in the development of qualification test requirelllents:
1. Qualification requirements will be satisfied by analysis or te st
or cOlllbination of both. Maximum practical use will be made of
test data from other programs to qualify RSThardware.
2. Qualification testing will be accomplished at the highest practical
level of as sembly. Test levels will be determined predicated on
such factors as packaging, complexity, and te st facility capability.
3. Mission life tests will be based on a maintenance cycle or multiples
thereof, rather than on total life expectancy.
4. Qualification of subsystems will be based upon the criticality of
the system. Criticality I hardware will be qualified to specified
environlllents. Criticality I is defined as any essential ftinction
that, if inoperative, would cause loss of life or vehicle. Less
stringent environments will be applie~ to hardware of lower
criticality.
5. Qualification test levels will include safety lllargins but will not
exceed design speciftcation levels. This procedure will allow
hardware reuse for other ground test programs if required.
Integrated Systellls Tests. The integrated systems tests verify that
the subsystellls will operate simultaneously in accordance with the particular
lllission requirements without causing degradation to their functional per-
fonnance. The tests also provide data to the design disciplines for sub-
systems refinement and for preparation of the operational test procedures.
These tests further demonstrate that applicable ground support equipment is
compatible with the integrated system. Tests and demonstration at the sub-
system levels, including all alternate or redundant modes, will precede
integrated systems testing.
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The three vehicle s planned for the integrated systems te sts are
de scribed in sub sequent paragraphs. Utilization of the se vehicle s after
completion of testing for m.ockup purposes, lllodification kit proofing, or
refurbishment to operational status will be exam.ined during the study.
TaskSumm.ary
The tasks neces sary for implementation of the te s t pla.n are summarized
by phase in the following paragraphs.
Phase A Test Concepts and Analysis. The primary efforts during this
phase are: to identify the test philosophy and approaches commensurate with
overall program objectives; to evaluate the testability and feasibility of
candidate concepts in relation to alternate test approaches; to identify critical
test areas and development issues; and to support the program cost and
schedule development.
Phase B Test Definition. During Phase B, the Phase A analysis will
be expanded to justify a recommended test philosophy and approach to
influence the selection of the end item- concept for each major development
'category and to prepare a preliminary test plan for the selected configura-
tion and mis sion category. The test plan will define the test philosophy and
approach, test schedules, test articles, and test facilities.
Phase C Test Design. The primary objectives in Phase C will be to
develop the general tes t program in support of the propo sed Phase D effort
and to assure that the test program defined is feasible and compatible with
RST objectives and constraints.
Phase D Test Development and Implementation. The Phase D objecti.Je
will be to implement the test program commensurate with the design speci-
fications, master test plan, detailed test subplans, and defined program
requirements and objectives. Documentation will be prepared to perform,
document, and evaluate the te sting proce s s.
Detailed Task Descriptions - Test Requirements
Preliminary test requirements specified in the following paragraphs
generally define the test categories and identify the test articles required.
These requirements were developed using design Concept 1 as a baseline.
The test categories will remain the same for each of the three selected
concepts; however, the test requirements and articles will vary. The delta
test requirements for the lunar lander modes of concept 5 include the
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Table 4. Static Structural Test Hardwal'e Elements
Development Category
Unmanned Earth- Manned Earth- Manned
Item Orbital Tug Orbital Tug Lunar Tug
Thrust structure X S(l) S(1)X(2)
I
Shuttle interface structure X X X
Hatches and seals X X X
Cryogenic tanks and X s(l) s(l )X( 3)
support structure
Insulation X S(l) S(l)
Crew compartment X X
Landing gear X
Cargo module X
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development and qualification of parallel propulsion stages or a tank set for
single- stage propulsion. Concept 11 requi res the developHlent and qualifica-
tion of a· tank set for the lunar-lander mode. Significant differences in test
requirements for the selected concepts also are noted in this document along
with applicable table s and figures. Separate subplans will be developed for
each test catego:r:y in succeeding program. phases.
Structural Tests. The purpose of the structural test is to determ.ine
the feasibility of design approach with regard to structure loads and stress
simul~ting expected loads environment inclu~ing launch, spaceflight, entry
and landing.
Test A rticle Descriptions. Static structural te sts will utilize te st
hardware eleITlents listed in Table 4 and m.ajor test articles shown in
Figure 17. Development testing to obtain em.pirical data for evaluation will
be performed on selected elements to verify design cOJ;lcepts and to detect
deficiencies and incompatible interfaces. Test vehicle .I-I, consisting of
the propulsion and intelligence m.odules, will be subjected to static and
dynamic tests for the unm.anned earth-orbital tug. Test Vehicle T-l then
will be used in the manned earth-orbital tug structural tests by integrating
it with a crew HlOdule. This vehicle then will becom.e Test Vehicle T-3.
Additional tests will be conducted on Test Vehicle T-3 to verify (for the
manned earth-orbital tug) delta loads and stress from the unmanned earth-
orbital tug loads environment.
New modules (crew, intelligence, propulsion, and possibly a tank set,
depending upon the concept selected) will be fabricated for the manned lunar
tug structural tests. The requirement for new test articles in this mission
category is predicated upon the significant configuration changes from prior
categories. It is anticipated that the prim.e changes will be in systems
arrangem.ent rather than in new systems. Additional modules (landing
gear and cargo) will be necessary.
Te st De scription. Static loads sim.ulating acceleration loads and
bending moments will be applied to module interface and attach fittings.
Strain, load, and deflection data will be recorded. Dynamic tests will be
conducted on the propulsion, intelligence and crew, laD;ding gear, and cargo
modules. Random and sinusoidal vibration \vill be conducted to verify
module response and loads transm.issibility. Launch, abort, spaceflight,
entry, and landing environments will be sim.ulated.
Development Tests. The m.osteconomical approach to verify RST
hardware is to select proven materials, components, and techniques.
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However, some development testing of new techniques or hardware will be
required. The test philosophy in each Case will be tailored to the specific
requirement. In conducting the required development testing, the following
objective s will be satisfied:
1. Feasibility of de sign approach
2. Performance of hardware under simulated or actual operational
environments
3. Evaluation of test procedures and ground operations concepts for
checkout
4. Determination of de sign readines s for quall£ication te sting
Test Article Description. Development testing will consist of bread-
boards, prototypes, or off-the- shelf hardware tests conducted on new
materials or techniques. Analysis of projected subsystems to identify the
extent of development testing necessary indicates that a percentage of sub-
systems will require tests. The estimate for necessary testing is based
on the subsystems concept complexity and new technology required. Table 5
lists the preliminary requirements for developrnent testing hardware
elements.
Test De scription. Principal development te sts to be perform.ed will
be of those materials, components, assemblies, and subsystems that have
not been utilized in other programs, have greater environTnental mission
life requirements than those previously developed, or must function in a
different manner when integrated with the RST systern. Development of
specific test objectives will be accomplished in concert with design progress.
Qualification Tests. The purpose of qualification tests is to verify
the operational suitability of the RST flight and ground equipment. Qualifica-
tion requirements will be based on an optional combination of analysis or
testing intended to conclusively demonstrate, consistent with safety and
reliability, that the ground and flight systems are capable of performing the
particular missions of the three major development categories: unmanned
earth- orbital tug, manned earth-orbital tug, and manned lunar tug.
Test Article Description. Qualification testing to the necessary levels
and environments will require duplicatiol1; of a flight vehicle for complete
verification. Components and subsystems will be verified at the highest level
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Table 5. Development and Qualification ·Testing Hardware Elements
~ubsystem
Unmanned earth-orbital
Propulsion module structure
Tank structure-
Thrust structure
Propulsion subsystem
Engines
Intelligence module structure
Tank and shelf structure
Electronics
G&N
RCS
Environmental control
Electrical power and distribution
APU
Docking
Manned earth-orbital
Crew module structure
ECLSS
G&N
Electricaldistribution
Displays and controls
Electronic s
Manned lunar
Propulsion module structure
Propulsion module structure
(Concept 5)
Intelligence module structure
Crew module structure
Landing gear
Tank set (Concepts 5 and 11)
Cargo m.odule
Electronics
Displays and controls
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Developm.ent
Hardware
(Percent)
10
10
10
10
25 to 100
10
10
20
10
10
10
10
10
20
10
10
25
10
10
Qualification
Hardware
(Percen-r)
100
75
25 to 100
100
80
80
80
10 to 50
10 to 50
10 to 50
10 to 50
100
10 to 50
10 to 50
10 to 50
10 to 50
10 to 50
100
100
100
100
75 to 100
100
40 to 100
20
10
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of assembly practical at the supplier and subcontractor facility at the prirne
contractor's facility. Table 5 lists a summary of subsystem qualification
hardware requirements estimated to verify adequate operational suitability.
In subsequent phases, specific- ground rules ahd constraints for qualifica-
tion test hardware and pro"cedures will be developed. To quality the RST
system, Test Vehicles T-2, T-4, and T-6 (Figure 17) will be used for sub-
systelTI, combined systems, and integrated systems tests. These tests 'Hill
include space simulation or, if it proves more effective and economical
through analysis and tradeoffs, te sts in actual space environment. Struc-
tural qualification will be accomplished by using Test Vehicles T-l, T-3,
and T-5.
Test Description. Qualification tests will be designed to verify that the
component, assembly, subsystem, and integrated system functional per-
formance will meet the requirements of the RST design mis sion specifica-
tions. The required hardware will be tes ted for functional performance in
the anticipated mis sion environmE7nts. Tests will be conducted beyond the
mission environments but within the design ultimate limits to demonstrate
the hardware I s capability to withstand !Tl:ore stringent environments and
thereby increasing the safety, reliability, and probability of mission success.
Mission simulation tests to demonstrate the operating life of the components
and sub systems will be conducted in simulated OT actual mis sion environment.
Integrated SysteITls Te s ts. The purpos e of the integrated sys terns tests
is to demonstrate the subsystems cOITlpatibility and ensure that there is no
interaction aITlong the subsystems that will affect their functional perform-
ance and to verify that the integrated systems performance is not appreciably
degraded by the mission environment.
Te st Article Des cription. Three test vehicles (Figure 17) -are planned
to be used to accomplish the integrated systems tests. Test Vehicle T-2
will be used in the unmanned earth-orbital tests and T-4 in manned earth-
orbital tests. Test Vehicle T-4 will use the propulsion module (PM) and
intelligence module (1M) that comprised Test Vehicle T-2, plus the added
crew ill-odule (CM). Test Vehicle T-6 will be fabricated to meet the manned
lunar tug configuration and will include the cargo module and landing gear
subsystems and also the tank set for desigrt Concepts 5 and 11. These
vehicles will include the structure subsystem with all other subsystems
installe.d.
Test Description. The objectives of the integrated systems tests are
to provide: data for deterITlining vibration levels to which the cornponents or
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as semblies of the subsystems will be subjected, the subsystems me chanical
and electrical com.patibility, and thermal-vacuum tests to demonstrate that
the integrated systems functional perform.ance is unaffected by space
environm.ent. In the qualification of the integrated system, ground simula-
tion tests, flight tests, or a combination of both, will be used. Tradeoff
analysis will be conducted to determine the most cost-effective method to
accomplish these tests without affecting the adequacy and usefulness of the
test data. Flight tests would be used for material, cmnponents, and sub-
systen~ qualification if it is feasible without increasing the program costs
significantly or impacting progran~major milestones.
Acceptance Tests. All installed equipment in the vehicles will receive
a series of formally documented acceptance tests prior to final delivery of
the vehicles to the customer.
Components. All components delivered to the prime contractor by
suppliers and subcontractors must pass an acceptance test. The exact nature
of these tests and the determination of who will accomplish them. will be
decided on an individual basis by the prime contractor. Any tests performed
away from the prime contractor's facility will be witnes sed by their Quality
Assurance personnel.
Subsystems. Acceptance testing of subsystems
by using prime contractor-prepared test procedures.
conducted prior to installation.
will be accomplished
These tests may be
Combined Systems. The combined systems tests will be accomplished
following installation and functional checkout of each subsystem. Procedures
will be developed to simulate specific mis sion phases.
Ground Operational Tests. Ground operational tests will be accom-
plished at the shuttle launch site. In addition to' a receiving inspection on
each delivered module or set of modules, a final checkout prior to inte-
gration with the shuttle vehicle will include an abbreviated combined system.s
test to verify the critical functions of subsystems. Details of these tests
will be developed in Phase D arid will include appropriate test and checkout
requirements and procedure s for the RST after its return from space for
maintenance! modification, repair, or refurbishment. These requirements
and procedures will be incorporated in a master test plan prepared in
Phase D. That plan will include subplans for acceptance tests, in-plant
checkout, launch- site checkout, and operations checkout.
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3. 3.4 Implell.entation and Management
Organization
During Phase A and Phase B the testing function will report to the
Chief Program Engineer for technical direction. In subsequent phases, an
organizational structure (Figure 18) will be implemented.
Schedule and Milestones
Major program testing milestones are shown in Figure 19.
Interfac·es with Other Plans
The test planning interfaces with other program plans, including the
main areas of mutual concern, are listed below:
Design plan; Critical test areas and development issues influence
de sign s ele ction.
Manufacturing plan. The identification and use of test articles defined
in the testing plans are prime factors in setting the manufacturing
sequence and schedules.
Ground operations plan. The test philosophy described in the testing
plan for acceptance, combined systems, and operations influences
the ground operations functional flow.
3.4 GROUND OPERA TIONS PLAN
3.4. 1 Purpose
The purpose of this plan is to define the ground operations necessary
to support the reusable space tug (RST) with minill.ull. cost and maximum
safety of personnel and harqware.
3.4.2 Scope
This plan covers preliminary ground operational requirements and
activities to support the RST in shipment from factory to liftoff, and in
turnaround froll. return to earth through relaunch. Other aspects of ground
operations support (e. g., ground tracking and communications) will be
developed and incorporated in the plan during a subsequent phase of the
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program. The plan is applicable to all three selected design concepts for
the unrnanned earth-orbital tug, manned earth-orbital tug, and manned lunar
tug. It is assumed that integration, assembly, and checkout capabilities
will exist at both the factory and the launch site.
3.4.3 yround Operations Descriptions
The ground operations requirements and activities necessary to support
the space tug from factory to liftoff are shown in Figure 20, while turnaround
ground operations for relaunch are shown in Figure 21. Blocks formed by
dashes in Figure 20 represent factory responsib~lities, while in Figure 21
they represent shuttle responsibilities.
Requirements
Ivfodule or assembleS! vehicle packaging must include requirements for
system purging (propulsion module) and instrumentation for g-load recording
and telnperature and humidity controls.
Transportation of the module or as sembled vehicle configurations of
the RST may be by land, sea, or air. Unless specific transportation vehicles
are identified, special containers may be a requirement. Future trade
studies will be conducted to determine the optimum mode of transportation.
The propulsion, intelligence, crew, and cargo modules will require
adjustable handling equipment to minimize assembly time, ensure proper
alignment, and eliminate flight hardware damage.
The testing requirements are covered in the testing plan.
Supplies will be loaded in relation to the mission requirements.
The tug will be loaded into the Ehuttle in the horizontal peBition. The
loose equipment (lunar landing gear) will not be as sembled but will be loaded
separately.
The space tug may be unfueled, partially fueled, or totally fueled at
the launch pad, depending upon the final basing concept.
In post-flight shuttle unloading, the space tug will be unloaded from
the shuttle in the horizontal position after post-flight shuttle safing. During
post-flight space tug safing, the propulsion system will be purged and the
vehicle or modules may require a wash down.
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After visual inspection, vehicle configuration change s can be rnade to
satisfy the requirements of the next rnis sion. Ground com.bined systems
checkout will be completed including the replacen1ent of hardware. Loose
equipment will be inspected, repaired, and returned to the warehouse after
each flight.
Ground Operations Philosophy
Packaging requirements should be held to a minimum of new concepts
by utilization of previous program experience. Existing modes of transporta-
tion will be used whenever practical. If special transportation containers
becOlue a requirement, ground support equipment and instrumentation
. designs shoqld be common to other module requirements.
Module delivery to the site is assumed, while the loose equipment·
(manipulator and lunar lander gear) is shipped separately. This approach
for shipm.ent from the factory as opposed to an as sembled vehicle and loose
equipment should be the subject of a trade study to:be accomplished during
a subsequent phase of this program.
"-
Assembly at the launch site will be assisted by good design practices
(precision guide pins, etc.), for critical module interfaces during mating
operations. All loose equipment not installed prior to launch will be fit-
checked on the ground when mounting requirements are scheduled in space.
The space tug will be loaded and unloaded with the shuttle in the horizontal
position to minimize the need for special ground support loading equipment.
The prelaunch and post-launch corrective maintenance of this vehicle will
be limited to actual failed or damaged hardware replacement, unles s the
vehicle is scheduled for overhaul. The handling, the storage, and avail-
ability of replacement hardware and the repair of hardware at vendors or
at the factory will be handled by existing logistics support practices and
will be defined in the plan in a subsequent phase of this program..
Ground Operations and Facilitie s Requirements
Site operations will begin: with the receipt of the delivered modules
from the factory. Modules will be inspected visually for damage; and instru-
mentation records of a transportation crew, taped or charted data, will be
evaluated for possible damage to the flight hardware. Loose equipment will
be processed to a Logistics Support warehouse. Space tug modules will be
processed to the Assembly/Maintenance area. This area should be the same
area as that as signed to the shuttle or at least adjacent to the shuttle area.
This requirement will minimize the need for special space tug transportation
equipment at the launch site.
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The As seITlbly /1\1aintenance area should have facility provls IOns that
allow work to be accomplished on the space tug in both the. horizontal and
vertical positions. The launch site should· have provisions to support this
program with machine shop, clean room, quality control laboratory (calibra-
tion certification, nondestructive testing, etc.), .and normal, as well as,
environmental controlled storage facilities. In the event ITlinor repairs to
insulation, outer shell, or paint are required, adequate ventilation will be a
requirement.to avoid the need for an additional ITlaintenance area to aCCOITl-
plish this effort.
To ensure the rnaximum amount of safety for hardware and personnel
and to alleviate added weight problems, the space tug will be fueled at the
launch ·pad while loaded in the shuttle. Provi~ions for loading, topping, and
pos sible .unloading of fuel will be a facility requirement at the launch pad.
Extended periods of time at the launch pad prior to fueling ITlay require
purging equipITlent.
The space tug will be unloaded and post-flight safip.g will be accom-
plished in the same area in which the shuttle is safed.
Ground Support Equipment (GSE)
GSE not identified in this preliminary plan will be identified in total in
a subsequent phase of this prograITl.
Vehicle Refurbishment
Should the design life of the module be extended or when overhaul is
contemplated, modules will be returned to the factory under the control of a
Logistics Support system. In the event task teams are utilized for this
effort, the Logistics Support function will negotiate team member require-
ments with the contractor facility. In either case, a Ground Operations
Analysis group ~ill define refurbishment and overhaul re£.llJrements :with the
concurrence of Engineering.
Further analysis in this area should be accomplished in subsequent
phases of this program.
Vehicle and Module Inspection
Upon delivery of the flight hardware from the factory or £roITl space
by the shuttle, visual inspections and instrumentation records review will
be performed to identify obvious discrepancies.
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Ground Combined Systems Checkout
A ground combined systems checkout will be performed after initial
modular assembly at the launch site· or after return from a previous mission
with the vehicle configuration remaining the same for the next mis sion.
Only failed items will be replaced and discrepancies noted previously will be
corrected before the space tug is routed to the launch pad.
Module Damage
In the event modules receive extensive damage because of handling
in-flight co~ditions or loading into the shuttle, major repairs may involve
cOluplete refurbishment at the factory.
Component Dis crepancies
Normal maintenance on the Space Tug will involve replacement at
the component level due to failure or damage. It is anticipated that replace-
ment hardware will be available as spare s. at the site.
Scheduled Maintenance
Calibration, lubrication, replacement of limited-life hardware, and
replacement of age-sensitive hardware, etc., will be accomplished prior to
ground combined systelTIs checkout for relaunch.
3.4.4 IlTIplementation and Management
Organization
The organization required for the full scope of ground operations support
will be developed and incorporated in the plan during a subs~QY.g;D1: phase of
the program.
Schedules
Timelines and schedules will be developed and incorporated in the plan
during a subsequent phase of the progralTI.
Cost Avoidance
As the RST ground operations plan is subsequently developed in more
detail, every effort will be lTIade to minimize costs and still maintain the
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operational capability to support mis sion requirements. Some of the guide-
lines are as follows:
Utilize existing modes of transportation, facilities, and ground support
equipment, whereve r practical.
Evaluate each ope ration to avoid the nece s sity for new ground support
equipment development.
Ensure that good maintainability characteristics are incorporated in
the design of the reusable space tug (RST) in order to simplify ground
operations, equipment, and technician training.
Stres s commonality for support and handling equipment between
modules.
Interfaces with Other Plans
Coordination with the design, manufacturing, and testing plans will
continue through the follow-on phases of this program to ensure ground
operations compatibility with other functional support requirements.
3.5 SUPPORTING RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY PLAN
3. 5. 1 Purpose
The supporting re search and technology plan will provide NASA with
information that identifies critical issues and technologies and those that
require resolution for an orderly and timely tug development program.
The material can be used in future tug development phase planning and in
administrating the necessary supporting research activity for the tug in
e00~dinationwith other NASA space programs and projects.
3. 5.2 Scope
The plan encompas ses the as ses sment of technologies appropriate to
the subsys tems level and is based upon a 1973 -1974 technology base. It is
related to the vehicle design concepts as identified in the tug Prephase A
study. Emphasis is placed upon the maximum potential comnlOnality of
technologies and hardware with the earth-orbital shuttle, the earth-orbital
space station, and other major NASA projects. For each important or
critical item of required technology development, an identification and
justification will be provided together with a brief plan that encompasses
objectives, approaches considered most appropriate, and schedule
conside rations.
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The major systenl and subsystem areas -covered are:
Propulsion
Guidance, navigation and control
Electrical power
Environmental control and life support
Telecommunications and data
3.5.3 Approach
The general approach in creating this plan is to recognize and identify
the reasonably probable technologies to be available as of 1973-1974 and to
compare these with the system and subsystem tug requirements. Wherever
possible, the technologies and actual hardware of EOS are utilized to save
costs, because that major program will precede the tug program. Where
the necessary technology required is clearly available even now, no further
effort was expended except in those cases where some potential improvements
are foreseen that promise substantial gains. Most important in the tug
studies has been the vehicle sensitivity to inert weights, which tends to
apply unusual pressure to the achievement of lightest possible systems and
subsystems. Coordination with NR current studie s for all major elements
of the IPP ensures that the technologies from these other study projects
(i. e., EOS, EOSS, OPD, CIS, RNS, etc.) are considered and related to
those for tug:
--
Structure
Close attention to EOSS and EOS studies has been a key in the struc-
tural area. Experience with Apollo and Saturn S-II structural development
also is important in considering available tug technology. These studies,
currently more detailed in study phases than Tug, provide gpidance and
specific tradeoff and point design data. The approach taken has been to
examine alternative structural philosophies, particularly related to load
paths geon1_etry, and to utilize for baseline design a simple and straight-
forward approach that would lead to high confidence for long space life. _
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P ropuls.ion
Awareness of the first generation of OZ/HZ engines typified by the
RL-lO and J-Z engines has form.ed a base of knowledge concerning applica-
tions and supporting systeITls. A close relationship with the EOS propulsion
studies has been Hlaintained to ensure that fullest advantage of the related
technology developITlents on that project are utilized. Particular attention
is paid to the orbital ITlaneuvering systeITl (OMS) of the EOS, which has been
studied with OZ!HZ engines of appropriate size and type to perITlit not only
technology transfer to the tug but, pos sibly, hardware applicability as well.
Use of advanced engine technology of this type is necessary to ensure tug
performance with reasonable size.
Likewise, the auxiliary EOS propulsion developITlents (studie s) also
are being seriously considered because of their direct applicability in
principle or in fact to the tug. The extensive Phase A and Phase B studies of
EOS auxiliary propulsion (RCS engines, therITlal control, therITlodynaITlic
venting, cryogenic propellant insulation concepts, and auxiliary controls
and ITlechanisITls) are followed because of evident comITlonality for RST
-application. Continuous coordination with prime engine systeITl vendors
. (Aerojet, Rocketdyne, and Pratt & Whitney) assures that data utilized are
eros s -checked and represent realistic, attainable characteristics.
Guidance, Navigation, and Control
The very sophisticated operations and equipment designed for the
Apollo Program provided a strong base in this area. Contact with the late:!"
studies of the Skylab, EOS, EOSS, and other ITlajor IPP system.s currently
. under study at NR, such as RNS, CIS, Lunar Orbit, and Surface Base, p:!"o-
vides a substantial lead in defining required interfaces, available technology,
and systeITls for long life with reusability. These projects have been con-
sultedto establish reasonable interrelationships ·and useful fallout in both
directions. This is particularly valuable in rendezvous sensors, data lirr.1zs,
docking interfaces, etc. Sufficient redundancy is provided to ensure long
life, with safe space operations under failure conditions when operating
unITlanned. With ITlen aboard, additional display and control override is
provided. 11ajor support frOITl a priITle supplier (Honeywell) has been utilized
to ensure a separate source of knowledge applied to the space tug G &N
probleITl.
Electrical Power
The electrical power approach has been to build upon Ap~llo background
and to utilize the extensive tradeoff study data generated in the Phase B -OSS
and EOS studies to help in evaluating sim.ilar systems for the RS esuUs
of tradeoff and de sign s tudie s a re c-n=>pa~cd ,,-,ith those of~r IPP systenls
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also under concurrent study at NR. Considerations are minimum weight,
reliability, and trouble-free long life with basic provisions for unmanned
deep- space flight and add-ons or kits for luanned applications.
Environmental Control and Life Support
The approach has been for maximum use of the experience gained on
the Apollo CSM and LM programs. Subsequent and current work on the EOSS
and EOS provides concurrent data on similar systems operating under similar
conditions, including utilization of pertinent vendor contacts made under
these other programs at NR. The advantage of this approach is that it leads
to greater confidence in study results as well as to more extensive coverage
of the variables pre sent.
Different candidate systems were compared to determine which promises
lowest weight with adequate safety, volume, cost, and flexibility. Unmanned
automated flight is basically provided for 7 days in space with add-on kits
for manned and longer- duration mis sions.
Telecornrnunications and Data
.A strong background of Apollo experience again was utilized as a base.
Current NR studies of EOS, EOSS, and other IPP ~1-ements provide a wide
knowledge of cOluplex interfaces, tradeoff study results, and design data.
Maximmu flexibility for alternate rnissions, rnanned and unmanned rnissions,
deep and near space operations, and nl.axirnum autonOluy have added com-
plexity to the design considerations. This appr6ach has required largely
sel£- sufficient G &N sensors operating either automatically or on cornrnand
frorn the nearest appropriate IPP cornrnand elernent such as EOS or space
station.
3. 5,4: Technology Summa-ry
Table 6 surnrnarizes the technology considerations currently anticipated
for the systerns and subsysten1.s.
It should be noted that even with the ernphasis on long life, autonorny,
flexibility, and high performance, a reusable space tug (RST) could be built
without any special new technology developrnents. However, they could pro-
vide greater as surance of program su-ccess -or achievernent of high-
performance and long-life goals. In Sorne areas, such as propulsion, the
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Table 6. Supporting 'Research and Technology Summary
System and Subsystem
Critical Functions
and Components
Structure
Tank skirt supports
Propulsion
Main propellant the rmal
control
Multilayer high per-
formance insulation
. Propellant line and
tank support heat
blocks
Thermodynamic vents
Propellant location
control
Zero-g provisions
Most Significant
Baseline
Requirenlents
High strength and
weight, low heat
conduction, ea sy
fab rica tion
Adequate outgas
capability
Thermal per-
formance low
weight-long life
serviceability
Minimize boiloff
Efficient propel-
lant weight
Minimum losses
Efficient propel-
lant management
Thermal
interaction
Principal Source
of Requi r.ed
Technology
Apollo, EOS,
Industry
development
EOS, RNS, CIS,
others
Apollo, EOS,
others
Substitutl's or
Alternativl's
and Penaltil's
VSl' heavie r
titanium
or glass
epoxy
No adequate
substitute
(Design
problem)
(Design
problem)
!
potential BaSl'linl' i
ImprovpnlPnt
Possibilitit's
Develop boron-
epoxy manu-
facturing
techniques
Inlprove manu-
facturing method s,
application, and
test methods
Concept testing
and evaluation in
space
Main propulsion
O/HZ engine High Pc, A e EOS (OMS)
Throttling (lunar
lander), chilldown
time, I sp, reli-
ability, low cost,
weight, low NPSH
RL-IO existing
engine
Electrical power
0Z/HZ fuel cell power
source
Long life and
space maintenance,
variable energy
demand s, low
--" --cast, -1ow--wei-ght
EOS (also CIS,
RNS, etc.)
Heavier and
more external
protrusions:
chemical dyn.
APU" solar--
cell arrays,
batteries
LOwer cost,
weight with con-
tinuing
development
Power cabling
Environmental control
and life suppo rt
Temperature and
humidity control
atmospheric thermal
loop
Waste storage and
disposal
Low weight, No special
low loss source
Long life and Apollo/Skylab
space maintenance,
crew size flexi-
bility, habitability
c rite ria, low cost,
add-on kits, low
weight, powe r
No interior con- Skylab
tamination,
external dump
constraints J
storage weight
and volume
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None Potential decrease
in weight - flat
conductors or tube
conductors
None Possible refine-
me-nts or ne\.v
developments
External dump None known
or
reprocessing
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Table 6. Supporting Research and Technology Summary (Cant)
Sy ~t<>n1 and SubsystC'm
C r iti<..' a1 Functions
and Componf'nts
Auxilia ry cont rol
")/H2 throttlablp f'n"inE>s
Guidance and navigation
St rapdol"n gyro inC'rt
measurement unit
Autonomous Navigation
Communications and
-lata management
S-band transmitter.and
antennas
Plated wire operational
and mass memories
Digital data buses
I\lost Si!Cnificant
Baseline
Rpquirernent.s
Lonr: life and
space n1ainte--
nance. siZE"
location,
quantity, stowa-
bility, minimum
pulse
Long life and
space mainte-
nance.. software
capacity,
accuracy and
drift, low
weight, pOWE> r,
low cost
Accuracy and
low propellant
budget, soft-
ware capacity,
sensor accuracy..
mission con-
straints, low
cost,
independence
Long life and
space mainte-
nance, small
antenna size,
othe r vehicle
coope ration
Autonomous
navigation
capacity,
housekeeping
capacity, long
life and space
ITlaintenance.
low weight,
cost
Acquire, con-
tinue and test
required,
redundant
paths, data
rates. wire
weight
Principal Source
of Requi red
TC'chnology
EOS
EOS, other
projects
No special
source-
potential
commonality
with RNS, CIS.
EOSS extrapo-
lation
EOSS
ext rapolation
EOSS
extrapolation
Sub stitute s 0 r
Alternatives
and Penaltie s
Sto rable bipro-
pellant - less
flexibility,
off-load
penalty.
Fixed thrust
en!!ines
Heavier and
less reliable,
!=imbaled
platform
More ground
support
Delete parab
ant - limit
data rate,
lower weight
Delete auto-
nomous
navigation.
Use heavier
magnet cores
Use heavier
switching,
dedicated
wiring,
independent
subsystem
processing
Potential Baseline
Impr-ovE>ment
Possibilities
Possible develop-
ment for shorter
minimun1 pulse
duration
Furthe r advanced
state-of-art
strapdown
ele ctrostatic
More advanced
sensors
Lower weight with
higher frequencies:
Ku (i 5-17 gHz)
Ka (25-28 gHz)
V (46- 56 gHz)
Requires major
cooperation and
coo rdination
Possible fL:rther
advanced state-
of-art improvemen
coming
Possible use of
flat conducto rs 0 r
tube conductors
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Table 6. Supporting Research and Technology SUITlITlary (Cont)
System and Subsystem
Crit<ical Functions
ann Components
Rendezvous and docking
sensors
Lase r relative state
vecto r rneasurenlent
Television and vision
visual aids
Landing sensors
Microwave radar state
vecto r me2.SU rement
Landing site beacon
Television and vision
visual aids
Manipulators
Docking structure
I\eute r docking
system
Active thermal control
Cooling lines and
pumps
Most Significant
Baseline
Requir("nlt~nts
Pass:ve vehicle
caope ration,
light conditions,
link data rate,
cost, po\.ver
Graphic display
software, light
conditions, link
data rate, cost,
power
Reach dexterity,
link data rate,
vehicle and
target attach-
ment, crew
controls, sensors
Envelop reqmts
low \\"eight, cost,
reusability,
crew cargo
access, dynamic
requirements
Long life and
space mainte-·
nance, degree
of passive
thermal,
complexity,
weight, power
Principal Source
of Required
Technology
EOSS, oth"e r
projects
Apollo/LM
Industry
EOS, EOSS,
Apollo, RNS,
OPD, CIS,
etc.
Apollo
ext rapolation
Sub stitute 5 or
Alternatives
and Penalties
HC2.vier
nlicrov..rave
radrtr, visual
aids
None
Crew, EVA.
RMU
Use Apollo
system,
EVA/soft
docking
None
( Design
problem)
Potential Ba seline
Irnproven1ent
Possibilities
Furth"r improved
visual aid 5
Possibl" develop-
m"nts for lewer
cost, pov,rer
Compatible
satellite design.
docking provisions
Relax stn.rcture
reqmts by pr"cise
docking
Minimize numb"r
of ports
Reduce size
Pas sible imp rove-
ments for lower
cost~ wei!lht
Ii. e .• use of heat
pipe)
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RST will be depending upow-,~~e EOS program. for the necessary systelTI
developments. Wherever there is doubt about the direction to be taken by
EOS, a plan for the necessary technology is included in Section 6. o.
Another gene ral consideration is the need (on all future space progralTIs) to
develop lTIore knowledge and experience with long-life reusable systems and
cOlTIponents. A. separate program on this subject appears to be in order
because of its diversity and broad application to all types of systelTIs, (as
proposed separately by NR).
3.5.5 Integrated Technology Development Schedule
Figure 22 shows the eS:.t~nated timing requirements for the RST
technology developmentjter~:._:~
- _. ~
3.5.6 Supporting Research~~~TeChnOIOgyDescriptions
Each item shown on r1i;ure 22 is discussed in this section. Many of
the items, however, particularly in the subsystems area, do not present
forlTIidable or cOlTIplex developlTIent problelTIs; for these, no technical plan
or schedule is given.
Structures Supporting R.;;~s-=:~-eo~':h-:and Technology
-~~~----=~~~~~
Boron-Epoxy Unpres surized Structure. Analysis has shown that use
of BE composite in lieu of titanium alloy for construction of the primary
structure attached to the LH2 and L02 tanks will increase the payload
capability of the propulsion module by 5 to 10 percent. This arises frOlTI the
very high strength/weight ratio of this material and its low therlTIal conduc-
tance.' ExperilTIental developlTIent of aircraft structural parts has been
accomplished, but construction of large diameter structures as required
for the RST would require developlTIent of techniques and tooling. The
developlTIent of this technology WQuld ensure availability of additi.onal vl-{::i-ght
lTIargin.
The objectives of the ~_eveloplTIent task will be to (1) verify by test
that a £lightworthy BE shell ,structure can be fabricated for RST application,
and (2) develop fabrication techniques and specifications. The technical
approach will be to:
1. Utilize existing development data on BE tubular struts and on
aircraft wing panel sections and design edge fitting test articles.
2. Test and verify edge fitting design.
3. Design and test i\:-~:!:'":-size BE shell subjected to loadings silTIulating
critical flight ph2'::--;.![s for the RST.
-:,."
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Figure 2,2. Integrated Technology Development Schedule
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PROGRAM
PHASES
BORON-EPOXY UNPRESSURIZED STRUCTURE
CRYOGENIC FLUID SYSTEM ANALYSIS AND
TEST
PROPELLANT LOCATION CONTROL
HIGH PERFORMANCE MAIN PROPULSION
ENGINE DEVELOPMENT .
ELECTRICAL POWER SOURCE [ I
ELECTRICAL POWER CABLING I=::J
TEMPERATURE AND HUMIDITY CONTROL, ATMOSPHERIC TH.ERMA~ LOOP
WASTE STORAGE AND DISPOSAL
OXYGEN AND HYDROGEN THROTTLABLE RCS ENGINES
STRAPDOWN GYRO INERTIAL REFERENCE UNIT
AUTONOMOUS NAVIGATION
S-BAND TRANSMITTER AND ANTENNA
PLATED WIRE OPERATIONAL AND MASS MEMiOR1ES
DIGITAL DATA BUSES
RENDEZVOUS AND DOCKING SENSOR SUPPORlrlNG
RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY
LANDING SENSOR SUPPORTING RESEARCH ANID TECHNOLOGY
MANIPULATOR KIT
DOCKING STRUCTURE
ACTIVE THERMAL CONTROL
6.1.1
6.2.1
6.2.2
6.2.3
6.3.1
6.3.2
w 6.4;1,
'" 6.4.2N
6.5.1
6.6.1
6.6.2
6.7.1
CIl 6.7.2tJ
-J 6.7.3
>-'
I 6.8
N
--0
N 6.9I
0' 6.10
b.ll
6.12
The schedule for task completion is estimated to be 2 years. It is
also estimated that the time to produce flight hardware would be significantly
greater than for hardware of conventional materials such as glass-epoxy and
titanium. The availability of BE structures could be considered as a growth
item for some future change point in the RST program. For incorporation
in the RST mains tream, the research should be accomplished prior to
Phase C.
Propulsion Supporting Research and Technology
Cryogenic Fluid SysteITls Analysis and Test. Many industry studies
have been conducted for the analysis and design of high-performance cryogenic
. tank systeITls. Laboratory tests on part scale models have explored system
perfonnance but within prescribed and limited conditions, although the
service life and maintainability of such systems has not been proved.
While the basic RST is to be space-based, there will be pressure to operate
alternatively as a ground-based or partially ground-based system. In
regard to multilayer cryogenic insulation design, a space-based concept IS
relatively straightforward, because the insulation is always operated in
deep vacuum wherein layer-to-layer gas conduction is not a problem.
A ground-based concept requires that the multilayer insulation be
IIbagged'l and purged with dry gas (nitrogen or helium) while on the ground,
be vented to space for outgassing during ascent, and must be completely
evacuated to less than 10-4 Torr within a short time after achieving orbit.
Upon mis sion completion, the insulation must be provided with dried (no
moisture) air or gas 'under pres sure to dive-vent the insulation during
descent into the atmosphere. While the EOS has this problem and will
therefore provide information applicable to the RST, their solutions may be
different as a consequence of ~ifferences from the RST in their profile,
timing, configurations, and weight criticality.
Thermal performance predictions of complete cryogenic thermal
protection systerns inclusive of multilayer insulations and their hardware
attachments, conductive heat bl?cks for plumbing, tank supports, electrical
and instrumentation cables, etc., have historically proven to be as much as
200 to 500 percent lower than has been obtained in large- scale tankage system
te sts. The additional potential requirements for the RST reusability and
endurance of reentry environment will impose even greater technological
developments. Other new subsystem provisions that will require proof of
feasibility by large-scale tank tests are: (1) insulation purge and venting
systems to isolate the insulation from air and moisture throughout the earth-
bound cryogenic life cycle of the vehicle, providing rapid a,scent pumpdown
to a vacuum pres sure environm.ent of 10- 5 mm Hg or lowe r; (2) insulation
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repressurization system to provide moisture and atmospheric separation of
the insulation upon return to the earth for earth-based systems; (3) tank
venting under zero-g environments by n1.eans of passive thermodynamic
process; and (4) cryogenic fluid thermal destratification. The close func-
tional interdependence of the previously mentiohed sub sys terns Tnake it
neces sary that feasibility tests be conducted on a large- scale cryogenic
tankage sys.tem consisting of all the previously noted systems.
The feasibility of an RST liquid hydrogen tankage system shall be
established inclusive of its cryogenic therm.al protection subsystem,
insulation venting and repres surizing syst~m, thermodynamic venting sys-
tern, -and cryogenic destratification subsystem to satisfy the extreme per-
formanc;e, reusability, and long- term cryogenic storage requirements of
the RST.
Technical Approach (Phase I - Component Tests). Design, construct,
and test components and elements of the cryogenic tan.1cage system to:
(1) demonstrate concept structural integrity, materials compatibility, and
reusability performance; (2) establish feasibilities and concept selection
data; and (3) forrnulate detail design information for the large-scale cryogenic
tankage test article. Ascent-descent cryogenic hydrogen calorimetric tests
will be conducted on a small- scale tankage sys tern (3-foot diall1.eter by 6 feet
long) inclusive of insulation, purge and venting provisions, ll1.inill1.ull1. heat
transfer tank supports, and plumbing shall be performed as well as cOll1.bined
centrifugal force and vibration (with cryo hydrogen) tests of the insulation
installation concepts in a vacuull1. environment. Complete this phase prior
to the ll1.idterm of Phase B RST studies.
Technical Approach (Phase II - Cryogenic Tankage System Test).
Design and construct a large- scale ll1.odel of the tug cryogenic propulsion
ll1.odule hydrogen tankage system with cOll1.plete subsysterns; forll1.ulate a
te-st plaIl,aIlo pe-rIa-rm ascent-descent thermal and pressure environmental
profile tests and sill1.ulated space thermal-vacuUTI1. tests on the large-scale
tankage system. Complete all tests prior to Phase C studies.
Schedule (Months)
I
2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24
Phase I - cornponent I
tests
Phase II - cryogenic I I
tankage system tests
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Propellant Location Control. Consideration of the cornbined problems
of tug cryogep.ic and gaseous iluid pres surization, venting, location control,
line transport, and conditioning for long-term space operations in a near
zero- g environment mandates the use of undeveloped and heretofore untried
concepts. Sus tained zero-g fluid heat transfer and thermodynamic pl.'oces ses
require correlation with test data, most of which must be obtained in an
orbital. Hight environment, because sustained near zero-g simulations exceed
.ground facility capabilities.
A design and analysis capability shall be developed for fluid subsysterns
used for the storage, conditioning, location control, and transport of cryo-
genic and gaseous fluids for the RST main propulsion, ACS, and fuel- cell
systems.
Technical Approach (Phase I - Concepts and Design Analysis).
Establish concepts and develop analysis tools for design of the following
cryogenic and gaseous fluid subsystems and functional operations:
Pres surization
Thermal destratification
Thermodynarrlic venting and subcritical storage
Capillary retention and pUITlp cryogen location control
In-orbit cryogen transfer and storage.
L02 regenerative cooling and LHZ vapor-cooled shields
Cryogen slosh and feed out thermo-hydrodynam.ics
Z ero- g fluid gauging techniques
Supercritical storage and fluid conditions
The analysis tools will incorporate capabilities to establish sIzIng,
cyclic operationalluodes, transient responses, concept trades data,
ITlis sion tiITleline data, and sub system operational interface effec ts. Labora-
tory tests shall be conducted to establish empirical relationships in support
of analysis capability development.
Technical Approach (Phase II - Orbital Flight Verification Tests).
Subscale models of the cryogenic and gaseous fluid subsystem shall be
design and constructed for orbital flight tests to be conducted as part of or
in conjunction with the Skylab orbital test IHograrn. A test plan shall be
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formulated inclusive of instrumentation requirements; and flight test data
shall be correlated with predictions and computer program.s shall be upgraded
as neces sary to develop analytical tools for tug fluid system hardware
designs. Subsystems of the tug main propulsion-, ACS, and fuel-cell
cryogenic tankage systems shall be included in three subscale test articles
(i. e., subcritical, supercritical, and transfer tankage). Acquisition of
subcritical and supercritical cryogenic stor age and scaling data and fluid
transfer for tankage depletion and orbital fill experimentation requires a
minimum of three tankage system test articles. In addition to special experi-
mental investigations of zero and near zero- g heat transfer and thermodynamic
phenomena, sim.ulations of the prelaunch, launch, and orbital phases of the
RST mis sion shall be conducted. All work should be completed prior to
Phase C studies.
Schedule (Months)
2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24
Phase I - concepts and II
design analysis
Phase II - orbital I I
flight verification tests -
High Performance Main Propulsion Engine Development. 02/H2
engines incorporating high chamber pressure, 10"\v NPSH, high area ratio,
and resulting high specific impulse are being considered currently in the
EOS development studie s. The EOS orbital maneuvering system (OMS)
requires an advanced high:"performance engine with characteristics basically
similar to those required in a tug engine. Thrust levels on the t-wo programs
(RST and EOS) are not very critical and proobably can be coalesced by
properly clustering and adjusting requirements to match. Because per-
formance is a critical item in the tug design mission, the highest possible
propulsion performance is required. This tends to require that the area
ratio be very large, on the order of 300 to 400: 1, which may not be tolerable
in EOS because of geometry problems. Engine throttling may be required
for a lunar lander. These requirements tend to result in a special version
of the basic OMS-type engine. Because OMS requirements are not well
established at this time, it will be important to track this engine developn"lent
to make certain that it will be developed in time for a tug, and that the tug
and the EOS applications are mutually compatible.
The basic approach to propulsion for the RST r-equires the development
of a high-perfonnance new engine. Coordination with EOS program person-
nel at NR, MSC, and at the engine suppliers indicates that the EOS 01v1S
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propulsion engine is likely to be of the basic type and size required also for
the RST in clusters of two to four engines. It also has been detennined that
the requirell1ents for the two systeITls appear cOITlpatible and lTIutually
adjustable within reasonable liITlits. Therefore, in "the evolution of both
prograITls, it will be ill1portant to try to ll1aintain a flexible posture so that
the one engine development will basically suffice for both requirell1ents.
The engine as 1l10dified for RST use must be available early in Phase D,
and a thorough conlpatibility check should be accomplished earlier in mid-
Phase B studies.
Electricai Power Subsystem Supporting Research and Technology
Electrical Power Source. The prill1e candidate power source for the
RST fuel cells is being developed for the EOS program. A different-sized
cell may be optimum for the RST, however. Each cell requires a system for
regulating input reactants, output water, and heat removal that must be
mated to the specific cell to be used. Appreciable increas'e in weight occurs
by using nonoptimUlTI equipment, thus, a tailored de sign effort is indicated.
The RST power profile shall be determined for the missions lhniting
the electrical power subsystem. In conjunction with suppliers, the optimum
equipment shall be selected by conducting tradeoffs between performance,
availability, and cost. Equipment requiring additional development shall be
determined, and development funding shall be provided if necessary to ensure
availability for the RST. The probable capability shall be determined by the
end of Phase B.
Electrical Power Cabling. Power cabling represents a substantial
RST weight item. Although no great state-of-the-art advancement is fore-
seen in cabling technology, the advantages of various potential techniques
should be investigated because of their weight-saving potential. Appreciable
\~te-ight also-- COtl1d h-e:- sav~d b--V @-n-s-u-ring that P-yt}p-er ro-utirig is- des-ign~ed lntCY
the RST harness assemblies.
Investigate flat ribbon cabling and tubular conductors for potential
application. Generate wiring harness layouts that minimize wire length,
and propose equipnlent location changes to reduce wire weight. This effort
should be conducted in Phase B.
Environmental Control and Life Support Subsystems Supporting Research
and Technology
Temperature and Humidity Control, Atmospheric Thermal Loop. These
two functions account for a major portion of the total ECLSS weight and power
consumption. Although Apollo technology is adequate, significant weight and
power reductions are foreseen with further research and design.
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Establish the requiren1.ents for preferable cabin teITlperature and
humidity ranges under normal and eITlergency operating conditions. In
cooperatIon with other crew module functions, establish the range of heat
input rates to cabin atmosphere. Using these ranges, deterrnine the systern
requirements. In conjunction with supplie r s, conduct trade studies and
design candidate systems. Support the development of promising concepts
if necessary to ensure tug availability; provide study results by end of
Phase B.
·Was te Storage and Disposal. Biologi..al and other crew-as sociated
solid waste accumulated during a mission presents a storage problell1. and
a potential health hazard in the confined quarters of the RST crew module;
yet, the dUITlping of the solid waste creates a pollution and safety probleITl.
More research and developITlent is needed for probleITl solutions. Readily
suggested approaches include waste compaction, combustion, and chenlical
reduction.
An industry survey will be conducted to determine appropriate ITlethods
for waste disposal, sterilization, and cOITlpaction. Requirements shall be
set for weight, volull1.e, power, and de~ign of the most proll1.ising ll1.ethods,
which shall be recmnll1.ended by end of manned tug Phase B studies.
Auxiliary Control Subsystems Supporting Research and Technology
Oxygen and Hydrogen Throttlable ReS Engines. The wide range of
vehicle mas sand ll1.oment of inertia encountered by the tug, together with the
inherently large ll1.inimum pulse duratio.n of gaseous oxygen and hydrogen
propellant control, lead to adjustable thrust levels to meet the various tug
ACS requirell1.ents. A minim_um number of jets that have limited throttling
capability was selected over a systeITl using more jets of various sizes.
Sill1.ilar technology ll1.ay be required for EOS, but the hardware size is ll1.uch
larger. Bec-aB.-5€ -no -engines -in -the -re-quir-e-d -thrust range -have previously
been developed with OZ!HZ throttling capability, this development is needed.
FrOlTi RST studies, requirell1.ents will be set for rated thrust level,
throttling range, and feedline details. In conjunction with suppliers, develop-
ment of appropriate engines shallbe funded if necessary so as to be available
for the tug. Design information will be provided to support Phase B studies.
Guidance and Navigation Subsystell1. Supporting Research and Technology
Strapdown Gyro Inertial Reference Unit. Recent technology advance-
ITlents have led to the use of strapdown IRU systems in preference to the
Apollo-type giITlbaled platforll1.. The result is a sill1.pler, lighter weight
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system that relies on software rather than on electromechanical computation.
Techn~logy in this field is progressing so rapidly that large weight savings
may be realized if advantage is taken.
The effort consists of establishing accuracy and reliability requirements
and then as ses sing new candidate s selected from existing or breadboarded
systems, which could be developed in time for the tug. The possibilities
for RST use of G&N systems beyond the 1973-1974 state-of-the-art (or EOS)
should be assessed before the Phase C tug study begins; otherwise, it can
be considered a growth item.
Autonomous Navigation. In the interest of reducing future ground
installation costs, autonomous navigation is desirable. The impact of this
requirement on tug systems lies in the areas of software capacity and
guidance sensor accuracy. Inaccurate, less complex sensors lead to .
either larger midcourse corrections and greater propellant expenditures or
frequent and expensive support from earth receiving stations and computer
facilitie s.
A trade study in this area should consider the weight required for a
high precision G&N system, electrical power, . and reactants to compare with
weight characteristics of an inexpensive, low-precision G&N system with its
consequential midcourse correction propellant and ground support expense.
The result is a more definitive set of G&N requirements and viable candidate
systems. The data from this study should be available early in Phase B
because of their influence on design weights.
Communications and Data Management Supporting Research and Technology
S-Band Transmitter and Antenna. The current selection of RST
communications equipment meets the requirements for IPP element corn-
patibility. It also is partially common with EOSS eq.t;lipJJJ--_e.Ilt. Recent
technology advances show, however, that transmitters, receivers, and
parabolic antennas may be reduced in weight and power demand if a higher
frequency is used. Three range allocations are available for IPP element
use: Ku (IS to 17 GHz). Ka (25 to 28 GHz). and V (46 to 56 GHz).
Equipment availability for use at these frequencies should be assessed
for all IPP elements. This effort should be shared on a cooperative basis
by all intere sted programs. The results of such a study should be available
by late in Phase B.
Plated Wire Operational and Mas s Memorie s. The use of plated-
wire computer memories has been proposed for EOSS, although development
on these components is several years from completion. Use of plated wire
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offers sufficient enough weight and power savings to appear to justify
developn,ent funds. The unit size of EOSS ITlemories appears to be .too
large for the RST, however, and would require a separate developITlent for
input and output circuits and packaging. If th~, funding frOITl other prog rams
does not ITlaterialize for plated-wire developITlent, the RST program should'
either provide funds or accept the consequential weight increase froITl the
use of an 'older technology.
The requireITlents shall be deterITlined for siITlultaneous proce s sing,
cOITlputation rate, double precision, ITleITlory capacity, storage capacity,
acc~ss tiITle, and redundancy for all tug uS,ing functions. The functions
include all electroITlechanical sub systeITls, but principally guidance and
navigation. These requireITlents shall be provided to qualified vendors,
and their ability shall be evaluated to produce the required equipITlent
(providing developITlent funds if necessary to ensure availability for the tug)
by the end of Phase B.
Digital Data Buses. The selected signal distribution ITlethod for the
RST uses redundant digital data buses which carry coded and addressed
data to reITlote terITlinals. The se terITlinals, the reITlote acquisition, control,
and test units (RACU), are the only signal input and output interfaces with
all subsysteITls equipITlent. The ITlethod saves an appreciable aITlount of
wiring weight over conventional dedicated-wiring systeITls, but creates
additional software design probleITls. The buses ITlust carry high and low
data rate information, and ITlust accept priority and emergency inforrnation
as established by the cOITlputer.
Further effort will be required to determine whether a single redundant
set of buses will be sufficient, or whether the signal distribution task should
be divided between two or more sets. These divisions may be between high
and low data rate deITlands, between unrelated user subsystems, or between
normal and priority demands. Results of this study should be available by
filn-Phase B.
Rendezvous and Docking Sensor Supporting Research and Technology
Status and Justification. The primary docking sensor on the RST is
the laser sensor. Data froITl the sensor feeds the autoITlatic docking systeITl
and also is displayed to the pilot. Manual override by the pilot is necessary
for safety. To control the operation the pilot requires separate visual
indications of docking pararpeters. To make the RST a versatile vehicle,
docking operations should becOITle a commonplace procedure. These opera-
tions would be severely constrained if limited to certain sun angle conditions.
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The optimum. sun angles produce an illuminated target with no shadows that
confuse the pilot. Sunlight on the active vehicle sensors may cause an
approach abort. Docking operations should not be encumbered by these
constraints. To circumvent the problems, better docking visual aids must
be developed. These would work in conjunction with laser s but would give
the pilot all of the information he needs to perform a manual docking opera-
tion. The problem applies to unmanned as well as manned tugs, because both
use pilot backup either directly or remotely.
Technical Objectives. Docking visual aids shall be devised and
developed for uS e with either direct pilot vision or television (remote pilot).
The aids wO.uld provide unambiguous range, angle, and rate data to the pilot
under any sun angle conditions.
Approach. Requirements shall be set for allowable errors in range,
angle, and rate visual measurements within the docking structural require-
ment limits. Postulate Candidate aids shall be postulated that potentially
meet the requirements. Visual simulations shall be conducted under
predicted lighting conditions to test and select candidates. The study should
be carried out in coordination with all tug potential targets. To permit the
generation of mission and system requirements for the RST, the docking
aids and the resulting docking philosophy should be resolved by no later
than mid-Phase B.
Landing Sensor Supporting Research and Technology
Status and Justification. To avoid the cost of waiting for narrow lunar
landing windows and to permit landing under any sunlight conditions,
improved visual aids are necessary. These aids also should alleviate the
problems of" surface obscuration by dust and obstacle identification. If
these problems are solved, then landings may be conducted on a safe and
r-egnlar ba:sis. Th-e -Y-i-s-u-al alas are partly a data source -backing up the
landing radar and partly the primary means of identifying the predetermined
landing site and avoiding large obstacles. A television graphical display
system has been proposed for this purpose but has an uncertain capability
under poor lighting circumstances similar to natural vision.
Technical Objectives. The technical objectives are established to
devise and develop landing visual aids necessary for safe and precise lunar
landings under any lighting conditions.
Approach. Requirements shall be set for obstacle size resolution,
dust penetration, and touchdown velocity and angle and angular rate errors.
Landing shall be simulated using realistic lighting and dust obscurance
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conditions, and studies shall be conducted to assess VISIon, television, and
television graphics limitations and their potentials as candidate visual aids
using basic simulator facilities at Langley or MSC.
To permit mission planning and lunar landing propellant budgeting, the
system should be defined by lander mid-Phase B-l.
£..lanipulator Kit Supporting Research and Technology
Status. One of the potential RST functions is to physically contact
satellites, modules, or parts for maintenance, assembly, or retrieval
purposes. This may be accornplished by either normal docking operations
(if the satellite has docking provisions) or by grappling with manipulator
arms. (In general, docking should be considered the normal mode in the
future for satellites.) The weight, complexity, and constraints of a manipu-
lator dictate that it be developed as an add-on kit to avoid sub stantial scar
weight on the tug. Several contractors in the industry, including NR, have
developed manipulators that could (with modifications) be used in an early
or interim kit. No significant problem is foreseen in RST development for
kit use, although the impact on satellite de-sign is obviously major. It is
believed that satellite servicing or retrieval should be accomplished by hard
docking. While this feature adds weight to the satellite, the advent of the
EOS tends to remove former tight payload weight constraints encountered
with the expendable booster systems.
Objectives. RST interface and design requirements shall be developed
for use of manipulator kits. These should be completed by mid-Phase C.
Docking Structure Supporting Research and Technology
Status and Justification. One candidate choice of docking systems for
all IPP elements is the neuter docking concept of the EOSS, which allows
either vehicle to be active or passive. The structure incorporates a center
passage large enough (5-foot diameter) for ready crew or cargo transfer
and may have pressurization sealing provisions. While the docking system
is versatile, it represents 'a very large weight increment (up to 750 pounds).
This is a significant fraction of the tug inert weight, particularly if more
than one is used per vehicle. For vehicles such as the tug that undergoes
large delta-V maneuvers and for which propellant resupply is a problem,
this weight increment is costly. Furthermore, many docking interfaces do
not require pressurized transfer, and a simpler, smaller mechanical docking
device will suffice, The Apollo docking system is lighter and appears to
be structurally sufficient for use with the tug (except for crew module pres-
surized transfer). A possible solution to the weight problem (and one which
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yedmces cost} is to us2" a cOITlbination of neuter and Apollo docking systeITls
where requireITlents deITland.
Technical Objectives. Requirenl..ents shall be ,exaITlined for docking
with all IPP elements. A best configuration shall be determined for
mechanical connections with miniITlum weight penalty to the maneuvering
vehicles~ It shall be deterITlined if the EOSS concept for pressurized
transfer should be modified to reduce weight. This matter should be resolved
before mid-Phase B.
Active Th~rmal Control Supporting Research and. Technology
_Status 'and JusriLi:ation. All RST avionics components will have
tempe':ature require~~~&,ts that can be met by use of an active thermal con-
trol systeITl. The system uses circulating fluid (coldplate) interfaces to
remove heat from these components. The fluid system eventually carrie s
>-the heat to exte rnal space radiator s. Redundant fluid line s. and coldplate s
are nece s sary, because their failure could damage all electronics equipment
on the line. The design of this system and the investigation of alternative
approaches (heat pipes, boilers, etc). could have a significant influence on
yehicle inert weight and the probability of ITl.is sion succes s .
...,.;:- ·~:""...,_:.~echnical 01::~~~.foies. The active thermal control subsystem definition
is a design and analysis problem that should receive additional attention in
order to influence RST design by mid-Phase B.
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4.0 DECISION II/lATRIX
A decision matrix (Figure 23) includes NASA key decisions and
decision points established in regard to the reusable space tug study. The
n1.atrix was derived from an analysis of the work breakdown structure
(Figure 2), the requirements of Phase Project Planning Guidelines
(NASA NHB 7121. 2) and consideration of the results of rnis sian, operational,
and technical studies conducted during Contract NAS9-10925. The lTIatrix
is consiste~twith the program development schedule (Figure 3).
It will be noted that the matrix covers four decision categories:
(1) overall NASA integrated progralTI plan policy and programmatic decisions,
(2) reusable space tug (RST) mission and operational decisions, (3) RST
technical decisions, and (4) RST procurement decisions. The matrix also
covers the three major development categories: (1) unmanned earth-orbital
tug, (2) manned earth-orbital tug, and (3) manned lunar tug. The time
pedod will extend from prior to the start of Phase A to the lOC dates for all
three major development categories. The decision points are identified with
respect to both the program development phases~and calendar dates.
The ll1.atrix depicts the anticipated sequence of decisions, go and
no-go aspects, decision dependencies, and interfaces. The matrix provides
for traceability within and between decisi~n ca'tegories. This decision matrix
could be incorporated into a computer program if desired.
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5. a SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
5.1 PURPOSE
To determine the estimated costs and schedules for developing the
reusable space tug (RST), it is necessary to describe in generic terms the
subsystems and major items comprising the selected design concepts and to
indicate the development status of thes e subsystems (Table 7). All item
- descriptions- in the table apply to the equipment in any module in which the
equipment is located (e. g., Structure describes the type of structure used
in all modules).
5.2 DEFINITION OF DEVELOPMENT STATE CATEGORIES
The information in the Table 7 colum.n "as Is n refers to a subsystem
currently (1973-1974) in production and in use in another application. There
may be a requirement for a delta qualification test to meet the ne':,! mission
requirements. The column headed "Modification of Existing" refers to a
subsystem or item currently in production and which may be made to meet
the new mission requirelTIents by redesign and replacement of SOlTIe (less
than 50 percent of the detail parts). Requalification of the changed parts is
mandatory, and delta qualification test of the complete subsystem or item
may be required. The table column headed nNew" refers to a subsystem or
item in which more than 50 percent of the detail parts lTIUSt be redesigned
and remanufactured. There are two levels (A and B) of redesign involved.
Level A includes the technology within the present state-of-the-art, and
Level B includes supporting research and technology that is required to
advance the state-of-the-art to a point where the design may be accomplished.
A complete qualification test program for the subsystem or item is required
at Level B.
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Table·7. Reusable Space Tug System Description
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Tank
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Attitude control
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and longe rons - NR
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Point sensdrs and PVG gauge -
Bendix, Simmonds
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Rocketdyne, TRW, Bell
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Table 7. Reusable Space Tug System Des cription (Cant)
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Item
Attitude control
Conditioning
Thrust mount and gimbals
Thrust structure
Gimbal actuator
Main propulsion engines
Guidance, navigation and control
Ine rtial mea su ring unit
Attitude refe rence and
navigation sensors
Controls activation
Manual control s
Backup ine rtial s en so l' s
Manual telescope
Docking equipment
Item De B c ription B
and Potential Supplier B
Propellant gases preheating
Unit - Rocketdyne, TRW, Bell
Aluminum or steel tube
trus s - NR
Electric or hydraulic
actuators-NR
High-performance, LOX/
LHz-Rocketdyne, Aerojet
Pentad and hexad - HI
Star tracker, sun sensors,
Earth horizon tracker-ITT
HLlghes, ,Quantic, Kollsman
ACS driver and main engine
Gimbal amplifiers - HI
Rotation and translational-HI
Rate gyros, integrating
Accelerometer-HI, A/N,
general precision
Kollsman, ITT
Laser radar - ITT
Television camera-LSI,
RCA, GE
Existing
As-Is I Modification
X
IXi
X
X
X
New
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
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Utilizes technology dev<,lopeci
for EOS
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technology
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for EOS
Modifi£'d EOS or EOSS
subsyst£'m
Suitabl<, sensors presently
availabl<,
Utilizes pr<'sently availabl<,
technology
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Item
Lunar landing equipment
Electrical power
Source: Primary
Secondary
Di st ribution
Conditioning
Controls and protection
Environmental control and
liCe 'suppo rt
Atmospheric control
LiCe suppo rt
Waste management
Wate rand Ceed management
Crew support
Item De scription s
and Potential Supplle rs
Landing radar - Ryan
Gimballed TV camer.a and
TV
Graphics memory - LSI,
RCA, GE
Hz/oz Cuel cells-P&WA, GE
recha rgeable batte rie s
Eagle-Picher, ESB, Gulton
Wiring, buses, etc. -NR
Inverters, rectifiers, etc.-
G. E., Westinghouse, Gulton
Voltage Regulator, Circuit
Breakers, Switches, etc. -
Gulton, Bendix. Westinghouse
Teledyne, Texas Inst •• HI
Hamilton Standard, Garrett
Cat. Oxl sorption, LiOH, Fans,
Heat Exchangers, Gas Storage
High Pressure Gas, Back
Packs, etc.
Waste storage
Food Preparation, drink
guns, etc.
Desks, seats, couches, etc.
As -Is
Existing
Mod [(ica tion
x
x
x
x
x
N,.w
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
Rema rks
Modification uf Ap(lll(l Ltv! ur
Viking subsystf'm
Utili>,es prf'sently available
technology
Util i>,e 5 technology c1ev!'lopec1
for EOS
Utili:~es technolol:!Y c1ev,.!oper!
for EOS
UtUi?,es technology develuper!
for EOS
Utili?,,.s technology c1,.velop,.r!
for EOS and EOSS
Utlli;~es technology c1evelopNj
fo r 80S & EOSS
Modified EOSS suhsyst<'m
Modifi,.d Apollo subsystem
Utilb:es presently availahle
technology
Modified Apollo suhsystpm
Modified Apollo suhsystC'm
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Table 7. Reusable Space Tug System Des cri pHon (Cant)
Development State
A I Utili7,es teehnolo/.:y dpvPlop",1
for EOSS
X I I Modification of Apollo
suhsystC'm
A I Utili,,(' s t<'chnolo/.:y r!C'\'('lop"d
fo r' EOSS
X
I
Morlification of Apollo antl'nna
X Modification of Apalio ant('nnCl
A Utili7.('s prl'sl'ntly Clvallahlp
tpchnology
A Utili'l..ps t('chnology r!('Vl'!oppr!
for EOSS
~
~l
U1
I
U1
CIl
tJ
"'"
'""'I
N
-..0
N
I
0'
Item
Housekeeping
Active thermal control
Radiato rs
Fluid toop
CommLmications and data
management
Communications equipment
Antennas
.
Computer and peripherals
Archtval storage
Central Tirninf!, unit
Iten\ Descriptions
and Phtential Suppliers
Filters" Trash Bags, etc.
Wate r, F reon- Ham Std,
Ga r retf
Lines, Pumps, Valves, cold
plates, heat exchangers-NR
1,-Band Transceiver.HRL,
A/N Motorola, CE, RCA
VHF Tr"ansceiver - RCA,
Collins
Video C'rnit
VHF - Collins, RCA
Omni-Amecom
Stee rab1le pa rabolic- HRL,
AVCO Aerojet General
Commu'nications switching and
checkoc'lt control, premodula-
tion processor, MOS-LSI
Input/ output cont rolle rand
proces"or, operational and
mass sf:orage memory -
A/N, ITT, HI, IBM
Tape unit - Leach, Fairchild,
Gene ra II Dynan\ ic s
CI'SClltTI hei1.m • c.,·nC'ri1.1 Time,
Motorola
As-Is
Existing
Mod ification
x
x
New
A
A
Remarks
Morlifiprt Apollo suhsystl'm
Space Sta. ha rdwa rl'
modifi<'C1 for Til/.: application
Spae,> Sta. harr!\\'dr,·
tllodlflC'd for TI\/.: app\ka\ ion
Utili,,('s prpsl'ntly i\\'ailahll'
t('('hllotogy
UtiliY"n t('('hnnlng)' ril'"plnp .. ri
fot' ,·;nss
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Table 7. Reusable Space Tug System Description (Cant)
Devplopmpnt Statp
Ul
I
0'
Item
Cont rol sand di splays
Landing gear
Structure
Attenuation system
Manipulato r kit
LEGEND:
Itl~m Descriptions
and Potential Suppliers
Color TV, audio, I/O key-
boardl, Status lights,
alphanumeric display,
remote acquisition, and
control units - MI, A/N,
ITT, Westinghouse
Aluminum or steel
Tube T!"Us s - NR
J-Iyd ra.ulic shock
absorbet' - NR
Remotely controlled
Arms and fingers - NR
As-Is
Existing
Mod i fication s Npw
A
A
A
A
Rpma rl<s
Utili~.ps technology df'";,!op,,,1
fo r F:OSS
Utilizl's rrl'sf'ntly <I"ailahlf'
tpchno)ogy
Utilizps prf'spntly i1vailahll'
tpchnoillgy
Utilir.l's rrpsl'ntly av'tilah!f'
tf'chnology
en
tJ
-J
I-'
I
['>J
...0
tv
I
0'
NR
ITT
HI
A/N
LSI
ESB
HRL
EOS
EOSS
A
B
- North American Rockwell Corpotation
_ International Telephone and Telegraph.
- Honeywell Indust rin s
- Autonetics
- Lear Sieglpr
- Elect ric sto rage battp ry
- Hughes Research Laboratory
_ Earth-o rbit shuttle
_ Earth-orbit space station
- Redesign Level A
_ Redesign Level B
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6.0 PROGRAM COST ESTIM:ATES
This section contains estimates for nonrecurring development costs
an d recurring production costs of the Reusable Space Tug Project. These
costs are presented for each of the three selected design concepts, 1, 5,
and 11, and include three major developITlent categories indicating sequen-
tial development as follows: Unrnanned earth orbital tug, manned earth
orbital tug, and manned lunar tug. The selected design concepts are
described in the technical volumes of the tug final report. For comparison
purposes, cost estimates also have been made for stages with expendable
ITlodules. The time period cO"\"ered by the cost estimates begins with
Phase C and continues through ten years after the initial operational capa-
bility (lOC) date for the category developed first.
6.1 COST ESTllviATING GROUND RULES, COVERAGE, AND DATA
FORMATS
Significant ground rules, coverage, and data formats as socia ted with
the preparation of the cost estimates were as follows:
6. 1. 1 Ground Rules
1. One set of cost data will be prepared for each of the three selected
design concepts, covering all three development categories for
each design concept.
2. Parametric estimating techniques will be employed based upon
cost estimating relationships (CER' S1.
3. Costs reflect 1970 dollars for budgetary and planning purposes.
4. No fee or profit will"be included in costs.
5. DDT and E (nonrecurring) and production (recurring) will be
identified.
6. Only costs that would be incurred by a contractor will be identified.
7. Costs will be reported at level 4; and available for review at next
lower level for flight hardware (IXX-O 1-00-00-'00 through
1XX-07-00-00-00) and test hardware (lXX-08-00-00-00) only
(Figure 2. )
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8. NR cost estiulating effort will end with a suuunary for the Reusable
Space Tug prograHl eleHleht (lXX-OO-OO-OO-OO) at level 3. It is
assum,ed that NASA will add any other level 3 cost data and sum-
marize at levels 2 or 1, as desired.
9. Flight hardware costs will encoHlpass, but not specifically
identify, design/engineering, production, Hlaterials, Q&RA,
packaging, costs for deliverable software, tooEn g and special
test equipn"lent, captive and ground test, and test and operations;
but will exclude test hardware.
10. Test hardware costs will encoHlpas s costs on same basis as the
flight hardware.
11. Operations support costs will encoHlpa s s, but not specifically
identify, site activation and site Hlaintenance, maintenance and
refurbishHlent of flight hardware previously delivered to NASA,
facilities and GSE Hlaintenance, and site support services such
as Hlanageulent/ planning, documentation, etc.
12. Facilities costs will encoHlpass, but not specifically identify, site
exploration, de sign and construction, modifications to existing
facilities, and leas ed facilities. Facilities include contractor
R&D facilities for production, deployment, tests, Hlaintenance,
or ope ration; that is, buildings, structures, and real property
installed equipHlent (RPIE).
13. Cost estiHlates will be consistent with the systeHl description,
Progran"l DevelopHlent Schedule, Operational Flight Vehicles
Production Schedule, and Operational Schedule.
14. The co-stestimate~ arecorrsistent with current subsysteHl weight
estiHlates, including a 5 percent allowance for growth.
15. A comparison will be Hlade of the differences in costs between the
three selected design concepts.
16. For each de sign concept, the cost estimates for a particular
module will reflect any differences in hardware for different Hlajor
development categories. It is as sumed that each concept will be
developed progressively in the following sequence: unmanned
earth orbital tug, manned earth orbital tug, and manned lunar
tug.
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17. Cost estinlates of expendable stages will be less detailed, but
will generally follow the ground rules above, so as to permit
cOluparison with the selected concepts.
6. 1. 2 Coverage
The areas covered by the cost estinlates will include:
1. Hardware, software, services and other work tasks.
2. Items covered by blocks 1XX-OI-OO-OO-OO through
lXX-15-00-00-00 of the WBS (Level 4).
3. Test articles and operational flight vehicles.
4. Period covered-Phase CIS and DIs for three major development
categories -from the start of Phase C for the unmanned earth
orbitaltug (12-1-73) through 12-31--89, which includes 10 years
of RST ope rations.
5. Does not include costs of supporting research and technology.
6. Does not include costs of propellant, personnel provisions, or
crew consumables.
7. Doe s not include costs of flight operations.
6. 1. 3 Data Formats
1. Data form A: Total program cost estimate data by work break-
down structure items -one set of data for each of the three selec-
ted design concepts, showing the increment in cost for each of
the three major development categories. Such detail is not
included for stages with expendable modules.
2. Data form D: Total program funding schedules -one set of data
for each of the three selected design concepts, covering all
three nlajor development categories.
3. Graph, depicting annual funding requiren1ents, by Governrnent
fiscal year-covering each of the three selected design concepts
and showing differences in costs among the concepts.
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4. Graph, depicting cUll1ulative funding requirell1ents, with respect
to Governll1ent fiscal years -covering each of the three selected
design concepts and showing differences in costs all10ng the
concepts.
6.2 COST ESTTh1ATING METHODOLOGY
The basic building block in generating DDT &E (nonrecurring) costs is
the design and developll1ent (D&D) effort associated with each subsystell1 in
a ll10dule of flight hardware. In generating production (recurring) costs, the
basi<;: building block is the recurring theoretical first unit (TFU) fabrication
and assenl.bly cost for each subsystell1 in a given ll1odule. All costs associ-
ated with subdivisions of work in support of the D&D and production activ-
ities are derived froll1 these basic building blocks. The costs of the selected
design concepts of the tug were built up froll1 various cOll1binations, in
quantity and configuration, of the ll10dules lXX-Ol-OO-OO-OO through
lXX-07-00-00-00 of the Work Breakdown Structure, .Figure 2. All cost
estill1ates are in accordance with the ground rules enull1erated in
Section 6. 1.
6.2. 1 Basic Building Blocks
The costs of the basic D&D and TFU building blocks were derived
parall1etrically using cost estill1ating relationships (CER IS), expre s sed in
terll1S of 1970 dollar values as indicated by the ground rules. These CERIs
are based prill1arily upon the 1968 Apollo CSM and Saturn S-II cost studie s,
but also include other cost data frOll1 industry. In particular, the Apollo
CSM D&D CER's have been adjusted to rell10ve certain redesign effort
peculiar to the CSM prograll1. The resulting D&D and T FU CER's are
plotted as straight lines on log-log paper for each subsystell1, with dollars
per pound ll1easured along the ordinate and weight along the abscissa. To
arrive at the cost of each tug subsystell1, these CER data are adjusted for
weight, cOll1plexity, and know-how differences between the tug subsystell1
and that for which CER data are available, which we terll1 the IIcoll1parative"
subsystell1.
Weight scaling of costs for a given subsysten1 and type of cost is
accoll1plished by ll10ving along the applicable line until. the abscissa location
corresponding to the subsystell1 weight is reached. The point reached in
this fashion deterll1ined the dollar per pound applicable to a subsystem of
the sanie weight as that of the tug and of the sall1e cOll1plexity and knov/-how
as that of the cOll1parative subsystell1.
Differences in cOll1plexity and know-how between the tug and the CER
source data were significant in deterll1ining the final costs and had to be
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quantified. The complexity is defined as a measure of the intrinsic features
of a subsystein which specifies the effort needed to design and develop that
subsystem. It is expressed in terms of a percentage of a known comparative
subsystern represented by the D&D CER data, assuming the know-ho\v, as
described in Table 8, is the same for both subsystems. The cornplexity for
the tug was determined by interviewing the responsible subsystem engineers
and, to a first approximation, was assumed to apply also to the TFU costs.
Differences in know-how level between the tug and the CER data were
also determined by interviewing the responsible subsystem engineers.
Know-how level ratings, based on a cornposite of the state of the art, pro-
duction experience, specification status, and operating program character-
istics (Table "8) were established for both what the tug subsystem will be,
and what the CER comparative subsystem was, at the inception of the devel-
opment phases of the respective programs. Assurnptions as to how rnuch
development on programs such as shuttle, for example, will contribute
directly to space tug also were included. Each know-how level has an
arnount of effort assigned to it which increases as the know-how level rating
number decreases. Unlike the complexity factor effort, this effort applies
only to the design and development and not to production. The rationale
here is that know-how sufficient to produce the item will have been developed
during the design phase, and that both the CER dat~ and the tug will be at
the same level of know-how at the start of production.
The factors developed for relative complexity and relative know-how
between the tug and the CER source data were niultiplied by the D&D value
derived by the weight scaling process to obt~in dollars per pound for design
and development. The cornplexity factor above was applied to the TFU
value obtain~d by weight scaling to arrive at dollars per pound for first unit
recurring costs.
Costs of multiple recurring flight hardware iteln,s w.er.e _derive.d from.
TFU costs by the use of learning curves. A 90 percent curve was used in
each instance. To be conservative, possible commonality of components
between developn1.ent categories was ignored. TFU1s were derived as though
each category represented an entirely new production line, and learning
curve factors were treated accordingly. The quantitites of flight articles
used in the estimates for each concept are summarized in Table 9.
6. 2. 2 Supporting Effort
To get the complete nonrecurring DDT&E and first unit production
recurring costs also required the addition of effort that supports the basic
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Table 8. Subsystem Know-How Status ':'
':'Aclartec! from AFSCM l73- L
[Jl
t:J
--l
>-'
I
N
...0
N
I
0"
0'
I
0'
Know-How
Level
2
3
4
5
State of the Art
The item is substantially'
beyond the Cli r rent state
of the art. Major
development work is
required.
The item is slightly
beyond the CU,rrent state
of the a rt. Some
development work iR
requi red.
The item is within the
state of the art but no
comme rclal counte rpart.
exi sts.
The item will involve a
minor modification of
commercial or standa rd
aerospace issue items.
The item will. requi re
no mod ifica tion.
Production
Experience
No production of any
kind has been
started.
Experimental lab-
oratory fabrication
of a similar item is
in process.
A prototype of the
item has been
pl"oduced.
The item has been
produced in limited
quantity.
The item has been
produced in produc-
tion quantities.
Specification Status
No work on a specification
has sta rted.
Work on a specification
is in an ea rly stage and
only general requirements
are ident ified.
A specification for the
item has not been com-
pleted but a specification
on a simila r item is
appLicable.
A specification for the
item has been prepared
but is under review or
revi sion.
The specification is for
the item as produced.
Operatlng Progl'am
Cha racteristics
None of the OPC for
using the items has
been formulated.
The gene ral outline
of OPC under which
the item will be
used has been onl.y
tentatively defined
and many specific
details a re lacking.
The gene ral outline
ot' OPC has been
formulated but
many specific
details a re Lacking.
The OPC have been
substantially
defined, but are
under review or
revision.
The OPC have been
defined and are met
by the item.
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Table 9. Summary of Flight Hardware Items
Concept
Module and Development Category 1 5 11
Intelligence module:
-
UnITlanned earth orbital 9 18 9
Manned earth orbital 19 20 19
Manned lunar - . 6 6 6
Propulsion Module:
Unmanned earth orbital 9 18 9
Manned earth orbital 19 20 19
Manned lunar 6 6 6
Tank Set:
Unmanned earth orbital N/A N/A 167
Manned lunar N/A 6 6
Crew module:
Manned earth orbital 12 12 12
Manned lunar 4 4 4
Manipulator kit:
Manned earth orbital 10 10 10
Landing Gear:
Manned lunar 6 6 6
Cargo Modules:
.
Manned lunar 12 12 12
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effort de'rived by using CER's. The subdivisions of work for the supporting
effort are as follows:
Nonrecurring (included with design and development subsystem costs)
Major test hardware (MTH)
Captive and ground tests
Ground support equipment (GSE)
Tooling and special test equipment (STE)
T est and operations
Trainers
System support - system engineering and inte gration
Program management
Facilities
Recurring (included with first unit costs)
Test and test operations
Sustaining tooling and STE
System support - system engineering and integration
Sustaining GSE
Spares
Program management
The sequence in which these cost? are listed depends upon the ill.anner
in which they are derived, as illustrated in Table 10 and 11. Facilities costs
are based on fairly detailed studies on the Phase B space station study, the
as sumption being that similar facility costs as a percentage of design and
development will be incurred since both pro graTns rely on the space shuttle
or other systems to deliver their respective modules to orbit. Accordingly,
a 9. 9 percent factor equal to that used for space stati.ol1. is us.ed h-€n~. Tb..e
quantities of test items used in estimating major test hardware (MTH) and
captive and ground test costs for each of the modules, concepts, and develop-
ment categories are listed in Table 12.
6. 2. 3 Costs as a Function of Time
In estimating costs as a function of time for nonrecurring costs, use
was made of a schedule of engineering and manufacturing effort presented
in Figure 14 of the Manufacturing Plan. For recurring costs, the scheduled
fabrication starts in Tables 13, 14, and 15 were used. Note that the total
quantities in Tables 13 - 15 match those in Table 12.
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Table 10. Nonrecurring Costs, Subdivisions of Work
in Support of Design and Development
Cost Base
to which
Percent
Factor is
(%) Applied Rationale
1- Major Test hardware
(MTB:) Estimate is tuade of
-- equivalent TFU .
Captive and ground articles
test
2. Tooling and S TE 13.5 D&D -r 1 Same as Apollo CSM
3. Ground support 10.0 D&D -r 1 Same as Apollo CSM
equipment
4. Test operations 7.2 D&D T 1 Same as Apollo CSM
5. Trainers and 3.0 D&D T 1 Far less ambitious
simulators than Apollo CSM
6. System engineering 6.0 D&D T 1 Cost avoidance
through 5 ver sus Apollo
through advanced
. management
techniques
7. Program 6.0 D&D -r 1 Co st a voidance
management through 5 ver sus Apollo
through advanced
management
techniques
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Table 11. Recurring Costs, Subdivision.s of Work
in Support of Theoretical First Unit (TFU)
Fabrication and Assembly Costs
Cost Base
to which
Factor Percent is
(%) Applied Rationale
l. Test and test 19.8 . l·st Unit Same as Apollo CSM
operations recurring
.
2. Sustaining tooling and 4.6 I st Unit Same as Apollo CSl\~
STE recurring
3. System engineering 4.0 1st Unit Cost avoidance
recurring versus Apollo
through advanced
management
techniques
4. Program management 4.5 1st Unit Cost avoidance
recurring versus Apollo
through advanced
management
techniques
5. Flight spares 4.7 1st Unit Similar to Apollo
recurring CSM
6. Sustaining GSE 2.5 1st Unit Significantly le_s_s
I I I recurring I ambitious thanApollo CSM
At this stage of the program, many parts of the developmental effort
have been scheduled only to WBS Level 3. AccordingLy, a tim.e duration
was assumed for costs aggregated to WBS Level 3 for each design concept
and the effort associated with each developmental category. Experience
on other space programs to date would indicate a curve approximating an
idealized cost curve with 40 percent cost expended at 50 percent of the tinle
duration (40/60 ogive); contributing to this cost behavior is the large amount
of testing in the latter phases of the development phase. In this progr2.1TI,
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Table 12. Major Test Vehicle Requirements, All Concepts
EX]1res sed in "Equivalent TFU Articles"
Test Vehicles 1M PM CM MI{ CAM LG TS
,
Unmanned
T
1
1.0 1.0 1.0
T 2 1.0 1.0 1.0
Laboratory (e stimated) 0.7 0.4
-- --
Total 2.7 2.4 2. a~:~:;:~
Manned
T
3
1.0 1.0 1.0
T 4 1• 0 ~:~ '1. o~:~ 1.0 1.0 1.0
Laboratory (estimated) O. 1
-- -- -- --
Total 1.0 1.0 2. 1 1.0
Lunar
T 4 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
T
6
1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
Laboratory (e stimated) O. 1 O. 1 O. 1 O. 1 0.25
-- --
Total 2. 1 2. 1 2. 1 2. 1 2.25 2. 0 :::;;~;~::::
>::Reuse
~n::Design Concept No. 11 only
>:o:o:~.pesign Concept No. 5 and No. 11 only
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Table 13. Schedule of Flight Article Production Starts by Fiscal Year,
Design Concept 1
Fiscal Year Total
through
Module and Development Category 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 1988 '::
Intelligence module:
Unmanned earth orbital 1 2 2 2 1
- -
1 9
Manned earth orbital 2 3 1 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 19
Manned lunar 1 1 1 1 1 1 6
Propulsion module:
Unm.anned earth orbital 1 2 2 2
-
1
-
1 9
Manned earth orbital 2 3 1 1 2 1 2 2 3 2 19
Manned lunar 1 1 1 1 1 1 6
Crew module:
Manned earth orbital 1 2 2 2 2 2 1 12
Manned lunar 1 1 1 1 4
'::Dclivcrics through 1989 ,
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Table 14. Schedule of Flight Article Production Starts by Fiscal Year,
Design Concept 5
Fiscal Year Total
through
Module and Development Category 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 . 1988~:'
Intelligence module:
Unmanned earth orbital 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 18
Manned earth orbital 2 3 2 3 3 1 1 1 2 2 20
Manned lunar 1 1 1 1 1 1 6
Propulsion module:
Unmanned earth orbital 1 3 3 3 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 18
Manned earth orbital 2 2 2 2 1 1 2 2 4 2 20
Manned lunar 1 1 1 1 1 1 6
Tank set:
Manned lunar 1 1 1 1 1 1 6
Crew module:
Manned earth orbital 1 2 2 2 2 2 1 12
Manned lunar 1 1 1 1 4
.._,
~:'Deliveries through 1989.
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Table 15. Schedule of Flight Article Production Starts by Fiscal Year,
De sign Concept 11
Fiscal Year Total
through
Module and Development Category 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 1988':'
Intelligence rrlodule
Unmanned earth orbital 1 2 2 2
-
1 - 1 9
Manned earth orbital 2 3 1 1 2 1 2 2 3 2 19
Manned lunar 1 1 1 1 1 1 6
Propulsion module:
Unmanned earth orbital 1 1 2 1
-
1 1
-
1 - 1 9
Manned earth orbital 1 ,2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 19
Manned lunar
I '
1 1 1 1 1 1 6
Tank set:
Unmanned earth orbital 1 9 12 14 15 15 15 15 17 17 J.8 19 167
Manned lunar 1 1 1 1 1 1 6
Crew module
Manned earth orbital 1 2 2 2 2 2 1 12
Manned lunar 1 1 1 1 4
~cDclivodes through 1989
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however, more front-loading is anticipated due to the requirement for
interface with shuttle at the earliest possible time. Accordingly, a
50/50 ogive was used to spread nonrecurring costs as a function of time.
In the case of recurring costs, the ground rule to show costs through
12-31-89 must be explained further. Three interpretations of the original
ground rules are possible: (1) costs expended through 1989 for all items
started into production through 1989, (2) costs committed through 1989 for
all hardware items entering production through 1989 or (3) costs for all
items delivered through 1989. The third interpretation has been used herein.
As indicat~d in the Form D's which follow, the lead time to produce and
deliver the first flight article is three years. For purposes of establishing
a cutoff d2.te, it is as sumed that this lead time is reduced to two yeal"S for
items delivered by 12-31-89. Accordingly, the items in Tables 13 to 15
end with starts in 1988, and it is as sumed that the starts in 1988 are at the
be ginning of the year.
To minimize the calculation load, approximations to the recurring
costs were devised which are deemed sufficiently accurate at this phase of
the pI' ogram. Using a constant lead-time of three years from start to
delivery, the costs per each year's starts in Tables 13 to 15 were derived
by module from learning curve tables and spread over the lead-time perio-i
using a 50/50 ogive. This degree of detail was followed for Design Con-
cept 1, unmanned earth orbital tug, Concept 1, manned earth orbital tug,
Concept 5, manned lunar tug, and Concept 11, unmanned earth orbital tug.
The funding was aggregated at the WBS Level 3 for comparability with non-
recurring costs, and an overall ogive through the 1989 period was derived.
Noting similarities with other concepts and developmental categories, and
that Concept 5 earth orbital unmanned has more deliveries in later years
than the same developmental category in Concept 1, ogives for the other
cases were derived by inspection of the schedules in Tables 13 to 15. The
following ogives have been used to approximate the recurring funding:
Development Categories
Design
Concept
1
5
11
E. O. Unmanned
80/20
70/30
50/50
E. O. Manned
60/40
60/40
60/40
Manned Lunar
60/40
60/40
60/40
6.3 COST ESTIMATES SUMMARY
Several significant features of the cost estimates are noted in order
to provide the proper perspective for the present estimates and possible
6-15
developlnents in future estilnates. These features are discussed under the
headings of cost drivers, effects of progre s sive developnlent, inflation
factors, and design and weight factors.
6. 3. 1 Cost Drivers
The ill-ajor subsystem cost drivers, that is, the highest contributors
to total co sts, in the various nlOdules are as follows:
In.telligence module
Data management
Communications
Guidance, navigation, and control
Propulsion module
Engines
Structure
Crew module
Communications
Structure
Guidance, navigation, and control
Of the subsystems listed above, data management was judged more
complex than the comparative CER subsystem, engines and structure equally
complex, and the others less complex. Generally, subsystems that were
not major cost drivers were also judged Ie s s complex than comparative
subsystems with few exceptions.
The know-how ratings on the cost-driving subsystems are generally
higher (see Table 8} than the comparative systems, indicating a cost benefit
due to knowledge generated on past programs.
6. 3. Z Effects of Progres sive Development
There are two prilnary sources of co st reduction due to developmental
fallout which raise the know-how level for the space tug and consequently
lower development costs. One source is the knowledge and state-of-the-art
fallout from the shuttle andlor space station programs. In the cost-driving
subsystems, this source affects the guidance, navigation, and control sub-
system; also the engines in the propulsion module are assulned to be an
adaptation of the orbit maneuvering system (OMS) engine of the shuttle.
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The second source of cost benefits in the space tug prograITl accrue
froITl the design progression within each concept, with each de"\TelopITlent
category building upon preyious developrn.ent. Each succeeding developrnent
category results in a higher know-how rating by virtue of faITliliarity gained
in prior activity on a previous developulent category. This effect is gen-
erally true with the notable exceptions of guidance, navigation, and control,
which requires significant lTIodification to go frOITl an earth orbital to a lunar
ITlission, and the engine of the propulsion ulodule, which requires a throttle-
able capability for the lunar Inis sion.
6.3.3 Inflation Factors
The use of a 1970 cost index ITlust be continually borne in Tnind when
interpreting the cost figures sUITlITlarized herein. AssuITling a 5 percent
annual inflation factor, a siITlplified constant level funding curve, and a
ITlid-point of the prograITl in 1983, costs in then-year dollars would be
approxhnately (1. 05) 13 or about 190 percent of the 1970 dollars listed
herein!
6.3 .. 4 Weight and Design
As stated previously, the costs are based upon the latest weight
estiITlates including a 5 percent growth factor. Design concepts nov,T
envisage ITlost subsystelTIS as less cOITlplex than cOITlparable Apollo and
S-II subsysteITls. Weight growths in excess of 5 percent have not been
unconlmon on past prograIns. Costs will -yary· in approximately the same
percentage ratio as weight. Accordingly, cost accuracy is only as good as
the accuracy of the weight estiITlates.
As technical concepts are developed further in later phases of the
prograITl, cOITlplexity and know-how relationships should becoITle clearer.
To the extent that these estiITlates change, so will the cost estimat~s.
6.3. 5 Cost Differences AITlong Design Concepts
The costs of the various concepts are sUITlITlarized in Table 16, and
broken down further in Tables 17, 18, and 19. The recurring costs in these
tables are based on the quantities in Table 9 and the theoretical first unit
(TFU) costs sumITlarized in Table 20. Another SUlTIITlary of such costs is
presented in Table 21. The least costly is Concept 1, in both nonrecurring
costs and recurring costs. Although the cost of developing the propulsion
ITlodule is less in Concept 5 than in Concept 1, the cost of developing the
tank set offsets that saving. Ln addition, the requireulent for larger nUITlbers
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Table 16. Reusable Space Tug Cost Summary (1970 Cost Index)
(12-1-73 thru 12-31-89)
$ MILLIONS
Design Concept 1
Nonrecurring $ 1518
Recurring 1470
Total $ 2988
Design Concept 5
Nonrecurring $ 1544
Recurring 1746
Total $ 3290
Design Concept 11
Nonrecurring $ 1542
Recurring 1915
.Total $ 3457
of intelligence and propulsion modules in Concept 5 (see Table 9) and the
need for tank set units ma1<es recurring costs about $276 million larger than
in Concept 1. ·While Concept 11 offers slight developrnent cost irnprovem.ents
over Concept 5 by virtue of weight savings in the propulsion rnodule, this
is more than offset by recurring cost increases sternrning from the large
nun1ber of tank set units required in the unmanned ll1is sions. Concept 11 is
thus the most expensive of all over the operational tirne period studied.
6.3.6 Funding Requirements
Cumulative funding requirernents for nonrecurring, recurring, and
total prograll1 costs are surnlnarized in Figure 24. Corresponding annual
requirenlents are shown in Figure 25. The curnulative funding requiren1ents
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Table 17. Cost Summary, Design Concept 1
($ Million, 1970 Cost Index)
UnmarJ.1ned E. O. Manned E. O. . Manned Lunar
Non- Non- Non-
Module recurring Recurring recurring Recurring recurring Recurring
I
Intelligence module $433 $256 $ 433 $ 256 $ 433 $ 256
144 465 144 465
223 197
433 256 577 721 800 919
Propulsion module 131 85 131 85 131 85
49 160 49 160
121 6.0
131 85 180 245 301 305
Crew module
- -
194 162. 194 162
.i 27 78
194 162 321 240
Manipulator kit
- -
2 2 - -
Landing gear
- - -
- 13 4
Cargo module
- - - -
7 2
Facilities 33
-
33
-
33 -
- -
21 - 21 -
22
-
33
- 54 - 76 -
.-
Total $597 $341 $1,007 $1,130 $1,518 $1,470
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Table 18. Cost Summary, Design Concept 5
($ Million, 1970 Cost Index)
.
Unmanned E. O. Manned E. O. Manned Lunar
Non- Non- Non-
Module recu r ring Recurring recur ring Recurring recur ring Recurring
Intelligence module $433 $460 $433 $ 460 $ 433 $ 460
144 486 144 486
223 197
433 460 577 946 800 1, 143
Propulsion module 116 131 116 131 116 131
43 143 43 143
113 52
116 131 159 274 272 326
,
Tank set
- -
I
- -
57 31!
Crew module
- - 194 162 194 162
127 78
- -
194 162 321 240
Manipulator kit - - 2 2 - -
Landing gear
- - - -
13 4
Cargo module - - - 7 2
F acili tie s 29
-
29 - 29 -
20 - 20 -
25
-
29 - 51 2 74 6
Total $578 $591 ~~981 $1,384 $1,544 $1,746
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Tabe 19. Cost Summary, Design Concept 11
($ Million, 197°Cost Index)
Dnm.anned E. O. Manned E. O. Manned Lunar
Non- Non- Non-
Module recurring Recurring recurring Recurring recurring Recurring
Intelligence module $433 $256 $ 433 $ 256 $ 433 $ 256
144 465 144 465.
223 197
433 256 577 721 800 919
P ropu.1sion module 99 57 99 57 99 57
35 108 35 108
102 40
99 57 134 165 236 205
Tank set 57 514 57 514 57 514
- -
34 31
57 514 57 514 91 545
Crew module
- -
194. 162 194 162
- - -
127 78
- -
194 162 321 240
Manipu1a to r ki t
-
-
2 2 -
Landing gear
- - - -
13 4
Carg.o module
- -
- -
7-- 2
- -
2 2 20 6
Facilities 31
- 31
-
31 -
- - 20 - 20 -
- - - -
23
-
31
-
51
-
74
-
Total $620 $827 $1,015 $1,564 $1,542 $1,915
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Table 20. Summary of Theoretical First Unit (TFU) Costs
($ Million)
Concept
Module and Developluent Category 1 5 11
Intelligence module:
" -
Unnlanned earth orbital $39.7 $39.7 $39.7
Manned earth orbital 38.3 38.3 38.3
--
Manned lunar ' 43.1 43.1 43.1
.
Propulsion module:
Unmanned earth orbital 13.2 11. 3 8.9
Manned earth orbital 13.2 11. 3 8.9
Manned lunar 13.2 11. 3 8.9
Tank set:
Unmanned earth orbital N/A N/A 6.7
Manned lunar N/A 6.7 6.7
Crew module:
Manned earth orbital 19.7 19.7 19.7
Manned lunar 24.0 24.0 24.0
Manipulator kit:
Manned earth orbital 0.3 0.3 0.3
Landing gear:
Manned lunar 0.8 0.8 0.8
Cargo module:
.
Manned lunar 0.2 0.2 0.2
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Table 21. Reusable Space Tug CO,st Summary by Module
($ Million, 1970 Cost Index)
Unmanned Manned Manned
Ea rth Orbital Ea rth Orbital ,Lunar Tug TotaL.
Module RDT&E 1st Unit RDT&E 1st Unit RDT&E 1st Unit RDT&E
Intelligence
(All Concepts) $433 $39.7 $144 $38.3 $223 $43.1 $800
Propulsion
Concept 1 131 13.2 49 13.2 121 13.2 301
Concept 5 116 11.3 43 11. 3 113 11. 3 272
Concept 11 99 8.9 35 8.9 102 8.9 236
Tank Set
Concept 5 N/A N/A N/A N/A 57 6.7 57
Concept 11 57 6.7 N/A N/A 34 6.7 91
Crew
(All Concepts) N/A . N/A 194 19.7 127 24.0 321
Manipu1a tor kit
(All Concepts) N/A N/A 2 O. 3 N/A N/A 2
. Landing gear
(All Concepts) N/A N/A N/A N/A 13 0.8 13
Cargo
(All Concepts) N/A N/A N/A N/A 7 0.2 7
Facilitie s
Concept 1 33 N/A 21 N/A 22 N/A 76
Concept 5 29 .N/A 20 N/A 25 N/A 74
C oncpet 11 31 N/A 20 N/A 23 N/A 74
Total RDT&E
Concept 1 $597 N/A $410 N/A $511 N/A $1,518
Concept 5 578 N/A 403 N/A 563 N/A 1,544
Concept 11 620 N/A 395 N/A 527 N/A 1,542
NOTE: N / A means non-applicable.
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for RDT &E are so simi12.r among the various concepts as to be within the
plotting accuracy and calculating accuracy described in Section 6.2. Thus
only one line is shown in Figure 24. The total cumulatives for these vary
by les s than 2 percent, between $1518 million and $1542 million. The
annual funding curves in Figures 25 through- 28 also illustrate that variations
are minor. Annual nonrecurring funding by development categories and
total funding are shown in Figures 26, 27, and 28.
On the other hand, significant diffe rence s in both cumulative and annual
costs are evident when recurring costs are considered. The requirements
for Concept 5 are larger than for Concept 1, and those for Concept 11 are the
largest, for the same reasons cited in ·Section 6. 3. 5. The annual funding is
higher in the years following 1979 for Concept 5 because of the significant
increase in production starts of the intelligence module and the propulsion
module in 1979 and later years (Tables 13 and 14). In Concept 11, the
increases in tank set requirelnents, evident in Table 15, account for the
large funding in that case. Small variations in annual funding in the early
years in Figure 25 are as much as function of the calculation procedures
described in subsection 6. 2 as of differences in requirements attributable to
the various concepts. Hence they are not considered significant.
It should be noted that annual funding does not exceed $450 million
in any of the concepts considered.
It should also be noted that, to the extent that consumable costs,
particularly propellant costs, are significant in the various concepts, the
behavior shown in Figures 24 and 25 would be altered to some extent.
6.4 COST ESTIMATES FOR DESIGN CONCEPT 1
Cost estimates, in 1970 dollars, are presented In Data Forms A
and D using terminology as defined in NASA Data Requirements Descrip-
tion Number MF 003M dated 22 May 1970. As indicated in Subsection 6.2,
a 50/50 ogive was used at WBS Level 3 to spread the nonrecurring costs
as a function of time. The nonrecurring costs for each of the development
categories are tabulated in ·Table 22. Td, the duration of cost accrual
and T s, the lead time to the launch milestone for each category, are In
accordance with the schedule in the manufacturing plan.
The recurring costs, tabulated in Table 23, are based on a 90 pe r-
cent learning curve, a three -year lead time, and a 50/50 ogive. Supporting
activity and program management are tinle -phased in the same fashion as
the aggregate flight hardware effort.
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Figure 24. Cumulative Funding Requirements - Three Selected Concepts
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Figure 25. Annual Funding Requirements - Three Selected Concepts
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Figure 26. Design Concept 1 - Annual Funding Requirements
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Figure 27. Desi.gn Concept 5 ~ Annual Funding Requirements
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Figure 2,g. Design Concept 11 - Annual Funding Requirements
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Table 22. Nonrectrrring (DDT&E) Cost Estimate Data - Form A Design Concept 1
WBS
WBS WBS WBS Item Cost Spread Milestone
Level Identification Number: Item Name ($Millions) TID Tis Function Date
3 lXX-OO-OO-OO-OO Reusable space r::.,97 54 60 r::.,olr::.,o January 1980
tug-earth ul'bital,
unmanned
4 lXX-O 1-00-00-00 P ropu l sion module I 77
4 lXX-02-00-00-00 Intelligence 252
module
4 lXX-08-00-00-00 I Test hardware 100
I
lXX-lO-OO-OO-OO Operations 274
support
i
4 lXX-11-00-00-00 Faci Litie s 33
4 1XX-12-00-00-00 \' Ground support 38
I equipment
4 lXX-13-00-00-00 Training 11
equipment
4 lXX -14-00-00-00 System s support 30
4 1XX-15-00-00-00 Program 29
management
3 1XX-00-00-00-00 R eu sable spac e 410 40 48 50/50 December 1980
tug-earth orbital,
manned
4 1XX-01-00-00-00 Propulsion module L4 lXX-02-00-00-00 Intelligence I 82module .
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Table 22. Nonrecurring (DDT&E) Cost Estimate Data - Form .A Design Concept 1 (Cant)
WBS
WDS WBS WBS [tem Cost Srrc<td Mile,.,tone
Levet Identification Number Item Name ($Millions) TID Tis Function Date
4 1XX-03-00-00-00 Crew module 1 19 I
4 1XX-07-00-00-00 Manipulator kit 1
4 1XX-08- 00-00- 00 Test hardware 66
4 lXX-10-00-00-00 Operations 19
support
4 lXX-ll-OO-OO-OO Facilities, 21
4 lXX-12-00-00-00 Ground ';UppOl't 26
equipment
4 lXX-13-00-00-00 Training 8
equipment
4 ,1XX-14-00-00-00 Sy,.,tem:o ,;urpnrt 21
4 lXX-15-00-00-00 Program 20
tnanagement
3 lXX-OO-OO-OO-OO Reusable :opace tug- S II 41 49 '10/50 Ap t'il 1 9H \
lunar landeI',
tnanned
4 IXX-OI-00-00-00 Propulsion modttle 7l
4 I XX - 02- 00- 00- 00 Intelligence 104
1110dule
-[ 1XX-O $-00-00-00 C !'ew rnod\t1.e (,O
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Table 22. Nonrecurring (DDT&.E) Cost Estimate Data - Form A Design Concept 1 (Cant)
WBS
WBS WBS WUS Hem Cost Spread Mtlestune
Level [dentification Numbe t' Hell, Natne ($Milliol1s) TID Tis Function [)a te
·1 1XX~ 05~ OO~ OO~ 00 Landing gear kit 9
-! I xx- 06- OO~ 00- 00 Ca rgo module 5
4 1XX- 08- 00- 00- 00 Test hardware ILG
-! lXX-IO-OO-OO-OO Ope rations 24
suppo rt
4 lXX-ll-OO-OO-OO Facilitie s 22
--1 1XX-12~ 00- 00- 00 Ground suppo rt 33
equipment
4 IXX-13-00-00-00 Training 10
equipment
4 1XX-14- 00- 00- 00 Systems support 26
4 lXX-15-00-00~00 Program 25
management
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Table 23. Recurring (Production) Cost Estimate Data - Form A Desi.gn Concept
WBS
W£\S WBS WBS Item Cost Number n e fe rence Learning Spread Milestone
L"vel Identificiltion Number Item Name ($ Millions) of Units Units Indcx T/D T/S Function Dilte
1 I XX~OO-OO-OO-OO Rcusa.blc space tug- HI - 1 90% 36 36 50/50 January 19!:l0
cilrth orbital, .
unmanned
-I I XX-Ol ~OO-OO~OO Propulsion Il\odulc 64 9 I 90%
4 I XX-Ol-OO-OO-OO Intelligcnce I\lodule 191 9 1 90'7,
.\ IXX-C)-OO-OO-OO Logistics support II
-I I XX-I 0-00-00-00 Ope ration s sUf'po rt 48
-I 1XX-Il-OO-OO-OO Ground suppo rt 6
equipmcnt
-I I XX-14-00-00-00 Systems support 10
.4 lXX-15-00-00-00 Progl'anl II
nlanagemcnt
~ I XX - 00- 00- 00- 00 Reusable space tug- 789 - 1 90% 36 36 50/50 Decembe r 1980
carth orbital-manned
4' lXX-OI-OO-OO-OO Propulsion modulI' IlO 19 1 90%
,
I
4 1XX-Ol-OO-OO~OO Intelligence module 347 19 1 90'7,
4 1XX-O \-00-00-00 Crew modulc IlO Il 1 90%
-I lXX~07-00-00-00 Manipulator kit J 10 I 90%
4 1XX-O')-OO-OO-OO Logistics support l6
4 1XX-! 0- 00- 00- 00 Operations support I \l
4 1XX- \l-OO-OO~OO Ground SUppOI·t 14
equipment
4 1XX-101-00~00-00 Systems support l4
'l lXX-15-00-00-00 P rag ran\ l5
Inanag('tlH·nt
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l'ablc: 23. [{ccul'dng (Production) Cost Estimate Data - Form A Deslgn Concept 1 (Cant)
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Space Division
North American Rockwell
Total nonrecurring costs amount to $1518 million and total recurring
costs to $1470 million, for a total of $2988, in agreement with Table 13.
Nonrecurring funding is surnmarized in Table 24, Fonn D, this
funding reaches a maxilnum of $2.74 million in 1978. Recurring funding is
presented in Table 25, Form D, this funding reaches a maximum of
$194 million in 1981. Peak total funding of $411 m.illion occurs in 1979.
6. 5 COST ESTWATES FOR DESIGN CONCEPT 5
Cost estimates for Concept 5 in 1970 dollars are pre sented in
Forms A and D in the same manner as for Concept L Nonrecurring and
recurring costs total $1544 million and $1746 million, respectively, for a
total program cost of $3290 million. These costs are presented in Table 26
and 27, respectively.
peaks
1982.
Tables 28 and 29 show funding requirements. Nonrecurring funding
at $273 ITlillion in 1977, w1J.ile recurring peaks at $229 million in
Peak total funding of $447 would occur in 1979.
6.6 COST ESTWATES FOR DESIGN CONCEPT 11
Cost estimates for Concept 11 in 1970 dollars are presented in
Tables 30 and 31 in Form A format. Nonrecurring costs total $1542 million,
and recurring costs total $1915 ITlillion for a total of $3457 million.
In Tables 32 and 33, it is seen that nonrecurring funding peaks at
$283 million in 1977 and recurring funding peaks at $285 ITlillion in 1982.
Peak total funding of $443 million would occur in 198 O.
6.7 UNMANNED EARTH-ORBITAL EXPENDABLE SPACE :rUG
This section covers the costing of unmanned earth-orbital expendable
space tugs, which consist of a vehicle encompassing the capabilities of a
propulsion module and intelligence module. Payload and consumables are
not included.
Costs covering the development, design, test, and engineering
(DDT&E) nonrecurring costs and production theoretical first unit (TFU)
recurring costs are summarized in Table 34. The cost estimating meth-
odology is described in Paragraph 6.2. The cost presentation is not as
detailed for Concepts 1, 5, and 11, because it is intended only for rough
Comparison purposes. Hence, neither Form A nor Form D is included.
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The reductions in RDT&E and f(rst unit costs are evident when
comparing Table 34 with Tables 17 through 20. The main reasons for these
econon~i<es are the reduced weight and complexity in key cost-driving sub-
systems, which result from silllplified mission requirelnents when expend-
able rather than recoverable stages are used. This factor is most significant
in the guidance /navigation and control, comillunications, and data manage-
rnent subsysteills of the intelligence module. Savings in the propulsion
rnodule are primarily due to weight savings and to the absence of docking and
docking instrmllentation requirernents. Engine developlnent in the expendable
stage is predicted on modifications to the RL-l 0 engine and is estimated to be
as expensi\"e as the shuttle OMS modification on the propulsion rnodule in the
first pertinent development category in Concepts 1, 5, and 11.
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Table 24. Cost Estimate Data-Form D,
Nonrecurring Costs (DDT&.E)-
De sign Concept 1
GFY
Project WBS Items 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 Total
Reusable space tug- 2.2 104 173 173 104 21 597
earth- orbital- unmanned
Reusable space tug- . 4 20 107 150 107 22 410
ea rth- orbital-manned
Reusable space tug- 20 133 187 133 30 8 511
lunar lander-manned "
Total Cost ($ millions) 22 . 108 193 280 274 261 209 133 30 8 1,518
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Table 25. Cost Estimate Data-Form D
Recurring Costs (Production)-
De sign Concept 1
GFY
Project
WBS Items 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 Total
Reusable space 17 40 51 54 50 43 33 24 15 8 6 341
Tug-earth-
orbital-
unmanned
Reusable space 15 44 69 88 101 105 101 91 74 53 32 14 2 789
tug-earth-
orbital-manned
'.
Reusable space 6 19 30 38 43 45 44 39 32 23 14 6 1 340
tug-lunar
lander-manned
Total cost 38 103 150 180 194 193 178 154 121 84 52 20 3 1,470
($ Millions)
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I dblt- Z(l, Cost Estimate Data - Form A Nont'ccurrinf~ (ODT&r:) - Desi~n Conn'pt
W13S
wns WBS WBS Itenl Co st Spread Milestone
Level Identiliciltion Number Item Name ($MillionH) TID Tis Function Date
.
3 1XX-00-00-00-00 rtt·tlHabl<, spact' 578 53 61 50/50 January 1980
tug-<,arth urbital,
tl n rna n n<'r!
4 1XX - 01-00- 00- 00 Prupulsion mudule 69
4 lXX-Ol-OO-OO-OO Intelligence module 252
4 lXX -08-00-00-00 Test hardware 96
4 lXX- lO-OO-OO-OO Operatiuns support 26
4 lXX- 11-00-00-00 Facilities 29
4 1XX-12-00-00-00 Ground support 37
eqtiipment :
4 lXX-13-00-00-00 T raining equipment 11 i,
I '29
' I
4 lXX-14-00-00-00 Systems support I
4 lXX-1S-00-00-00 P rug ram 2f) I
, management
I
3 lXX-OO-OO-OO-OO [tt'usabl(' space tug 403 40 I 48 50/50 Dccember 1980
tug - earth-o rb ita l-
manned
4 lXX - 0 1'- 00- 00- 00 Propulsion mudule 25
4 lXX - Ol - 00-00- 00 Intelligence modulc 82.
-I lXX-03-00-00-00 C I'CW module 119
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Table 26. Cost Estimate Data - Form A Nonrecurring (DDT&E) - Design Concept S (Cant)
WBS
WDS WBS WBS Itern Cost Spread Milestone
Level Identification Numb~r Item Name ($Millions) TID Tis Function Date
4 lXX-07-00-00-00 Manipulator kit l
4 lXX -08-00-00-00 Test hardware 64
4 lXX- lO-OO-OO-OO Ope rations 18 iI
sUIJIJO rt
I4 lXX-II-00-00-00 Fat.:ilities 20
4 lXX -12 -00 - 00-00 Ground suppo rt 26
equipment
I
4 lXX-13-00-00-00 Training 8 !
equipment
:
4 1XX -14- 00- 00- 00 Systt'lllS support 21
4 lXX -15-00-00-00 Program 19
managelllent
3 lXX-OO-OO-OO-()() Reusable spat.:e 563 4l 4'1 I
';)0/50 AIJl'jl 1CJ83
tug-lunar lander-
tllClllll ed
4 1XX -01-00- 00-00 Propulsion module 69
4 lXX-OZ-OO-OO-OO Intelligt'nce fl\odule 104
4 lXX-03-00-00-00 C row module 60
4 lXX-04-00-00-00 Tank spt 34
4 lX X - 0 ') - 00- 00- 00 Landing gear kit 9
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Table 26. Cost Estimate Data - Form A Nonrecurring (DDT&El - Design Concept::; (Cant)
WBS
WBS WBS WBS Item CORt Spread MileRtone
Level Identification Number Item Name ($MUlions) TID TIs Function Date
4 lXX-06-00-00-00 Cargo module S
4 lXX -08-00-00- 00 Te st hardware 129
4 lXX -10- 00- 00- 00 Operations support 26
4 IX X-I 1- 00 - 0 0 - 0 0 F aci.litie s 25
4 lXX-12-00-00-00 Ground support 36
equipment
4 lXX-13-00-00-00 Training 10
equipment
4 lXX -14-00 -00 -00 Systems support 29
4 lXX-15-00-00-00 Program 27
management
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Table 27. Cost Estimate Data - Form A Design Concept 5
WBS
WBS WBS WBS: Item Cost Number Re En renee Leurning Sp reaou Miles tune .
Level Identi ([cation Numbe r Item Naome ($ Million,;) of Unit,; Unit,; Index T/D T /5 Functiun Ddte
3 lXX-OO-OO-OO-OO Reusable space tug- 59l - 1 90% \6 \6 50/50 Junua ry 19110
edrth-orbital,
unmanned
4 I XX- 01- 00- 00- 00 Propulsion Il\odule 99 18 I 900/c
4 I XX- O~- 00- 00- 00 Intelligence module 345 18 I 90%
4 IXX-9-00-00-00 Logistics support 20
4 1XX- I 0- 00- 00- 00 Ope rations support 84
4 IXX-Il-OO-OO-OO Ground suppb rt 10
equipment
4 IXX-14-00-00-00 Sy,;tems support 16
4 IXX-15-00-00-00 Program 18 ' I
management
3 I XX - 00- 00- 00- 00 Reusable space tug- 793 - I I 90% 16 36 50/50 l)eeelllbe (. I qllO
earth- 0 rbi tal- manned I
I
.\ IXX-OI-OO-OO-OO Propulsion module 108 20 I 90%
<1 IXX-Ol-OO-OO-OO Intelligence module 363 20 I 90%
<1 IXX-OJ-OO-OO-OO Crew /nodule 120 II I 900/c
4 IXX-07-00-00-00 Manipulator kit I 10 I 90%
4 I xx- 09- 00- 00- 00 Logistics support 27
4 IXX-IO-OO-OO-OO Ope ration s s,l~ppo rt Il3
4 l XX- Il-OO-OO-OO Ground suppclrt 14
equipment
4 IXX-I'~-OO-OO-OO Systems support 23
,I IXX-15-00-00-00 P 1'(1" l'urn l<1
managenH.·nt
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Table 27. Cost Estimate Data - Form A Design Concept 5 (Cant)
WBS
WBS WBS WBS Item Cost Number Reference Learning Spread Milestone
Level Identification Numbe r Item Name ($ Millions) of Units Units Index T/D T/S Function Date
-----..
3 IXX-OO-OO-OO-OO Reusable space tug- 362 - 1 90% 36 36 50/50 April 1983
lunar lander-manned
4 lXX-OI-OO-OO-OO Propulsion module 39 6 1 900/<
4 1XX-02-00-00-00 Intelligence module 147 6 1 900/<
4 IXX-03-00-00-00 Crew module 58 4 1 900/<,
4 lXX-04-00-00-00 Tank set 23 6 1 90%
4 lXX-05-00-00-00 Landing gear kit 3 6 1 90'7<
4 lXX-06-00-00-00 Cargo module 2 12 1 90%
4 I XX - 09- 00- 00- 00 Logistics suppor.t 12
4 IXX-IO-OO-OO-OO Ope ra tions support 51
4 I XX-12- 00- 00- 00 Ground support 6
equipment
4 IXX-14-00-00-00 Systems support 10
4 I XX-15- 60- 00- 00 Program 11
management
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Table 28. Cost Estimate Data-Form D
Nonrecurring Costs (DDT&E)-
Design Concept 5
GFY
Project WBS Items 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 Total
Reusable space tug- earth- 20 101 168 168 101 20 578
orbital-unmanned
Reusable space tug-earth- 3 21 105 148 105 21 403
orbital-manned
I
Reusable space tug-lunar 23 146 206 . 146· I 33 9 563
lande r- manned
Total cost ($ millions) 20 104 189 273 272 271 227 146 33 9 1,544
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'Table 29. Cost Estimate Data-Form D
Recurring Costs (Production)-
De sign Concept 5
GFY .
Project
WBS Items 1977 1978 1,979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 Total
Reusable space 19 51 76 79 80 75 67 54 40 27 16 6 1 591
tug-earth-
a rbi tal-
unmanned
Reusable space 15 44 69 89 101 106 102 91 74 54 32 14 2 793
. tug-earth-
orbital-manned,
'Reusable space 7 20 31 41 46 48 1,47 42 34 24 15 6 1 362
tug-lunar !
lander-manned
Total cost 41 115 176 209 227 229 216 187 148 105 63 26 4 1,746
($ millions)
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Table 30. Cost Estimate Data - Form A Nonrecurring (DDT&E) - Design Concert. 11
WBS
WBS WDS WBS Item Cost Spread Mite stune
Level Identification Number Item Name ($Millions) T/D T/S Function Date
3 1XX - 00- 00- 00- 00 Rt'UHablC' space' 620 53 61 50/'10 J anua ry 19HO
Itug-earth orilital, I
unn\annC'C! I
4 1XX -01-00- 00-00 Propulsion module 60
4 1XX - 02 -00- 00- 60 Intelligence module 252
4 1XX-04-00-00-00 Tank set 34 II
4 lXX-08-00-00-00 Te st hardware lO 1
4 lXX - 10- 00- 00- 00 Operations support 28
4 ' lXX-ll-OO-OO-OO Faci.litie s 31
4 1XX-12 - 00- 00- 00 Ground support 39
equipment
4 1XX-13-00-00-00 Training equipment 12
4 1XX-14-00-00-00 System s support 32
4 1XX-l5-00-00-00 :Program 31
management
3 1XX -00-00-00-00 Reusable space 395 40 4H SO/SO Decem bel' 1980
tug - ea rth-or b ital-
'mannecl
4 1XX - 01- 00- 00-00 Propulsion moclule 21
4 1XX -02 - 00- 00 - 00 :Intoltigence moclule '82
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Table 30. Cost Estimate Data - Form A Nonrecurring (DDT&E) - Design Concept II (Cant)
was
WBS WBS WDS Item Cost Spread Milestnne
Level Identification Number Item Name ($Millions) TID Tis Function Da tC'
4 lXX-03-00-00-00 Crew module 119
4 lXX-07-00-00-00 Manipulator kit 1
4 lXX-08-00-00-00 Test hardware 62
4 lXX-10-00-00-00 Operations support 18
4 1XX - 11 - 00- 00- 0 0 Facilitie s 20
4 lXX -12-00-00-00 Ground support 25
equipment
4 lXX-13-00-00-00 Trai.ning 8
equipment
'I
,
4 lXX-14-00-00-00 System s support 20
4 lXX -15-00-00-00 Program 19
management
3 lXX-OO-OO-OO-OO Reusable space 527 41 49 50/,0 April 1983
tug-lunar lander-
manned
.
4 ' lXX-01-00-00-00 P ropul si.on module 64
4 lXX-02-00-00-00 Intelli.gence module 104
4 lXX -03-00-00- 00 Crew module 60
4 lXX-04-00-00-00 Tank set 16
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Table 30. Cost Estimate Dala - Form A Nonr~curring. (DDT&.E) - Design Concept [1 (Cont)
WBS
WBS WBS WBS Item Cost Spread Mile stone
Level Identification Number Item Name ($Millions) TID Tis Function Date
4 La'.nding gear kit 9
i
lXX-05-00-00-00 I
I
I
lXX -06-00-00- 00
I
4 Cargo module 5
4 lXX - 08-00- 00- 00 Test hardware 125
4 lXX-lO-OO-OO-OO Operations support 24
I
4 lXX-ll-OO-OO-OO Fa'.cilities 23 !!
,
I
4 1XX-12-00-00-00 Gr'ound support 34 II
equipment !!
I
4 lXX-13-00-00-00 Tr"aining 10 i
eq'uipment ' \
4 lXX-14-00-00-00 Systems support 27
4 lXX-15-00-00-00 Pr'ogram 26 I .
management
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Table 31, Cost Estimate Data - Form A Recurring (Production) -. Design Concept 11
WBS
\'illS WBS WDS Item Cost Number Reference Learning Spread Mlle~tone
Level Ide nti (ication Numbe r Iteltl Name ($ MiUlonB) of Units UnitB Index T/D T/S Function Date
3 I XX-OO-OO-OO-OO Reu>!able space tug- 817 - I 90% 36 36 50/50 January 19HO
earth-orbital,
unmanned
4 IXX-Ol-OO-OO-OO PropulBion module 43 9 I 90"70
4 lXX-OZ-OO-OO-OO Intelligence module 19 l 9 1 90%
4 I XX-04-00-00-00 Tank set 384 l67 1 90%
4 I XX- 9- 00- 00- 00 Logistics support Z6
4 I XX-l 0- 00- 00- 00 Operation>! Bupport III
4 IXX-Il-OO-OO-OO G-round suppo rt 14
equipment
4 IXX-l4-00-00-00 Systems support 23
4 IXX-lS-OO-OO-OO Program 25
management
3 1XX - 00- 00- 00- 00 Reusable space tug- 737 - 1 90% 36 36 SO/50 Decembe r 19HO
ea rth- orbital- manned
4 lXX-OI-OO-OO-OO Propulsion mo'dule 80 19 1 90%
4 I XX-Ol-OO-OO-OO Intelligence module 347 19 I 90%
4 I XX-03-00-00-00 Crew module lZO 12 I 90%
4 lXX-07-00-00-00 Manipulator kit I 10 1 90%
4 I XX- 09- 00- 00- 00 Logistics support 25
4 lXX-IO-OO-OO-OO Operations support 105
4 lXX-12-00-00-00 Ground support 14
equipment
4 lXX-14-00-00-00 Systems support 2Z
4 I XX-lS- 00- 00- 00 Program 23
management
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Table 31. Cost Estimate Data - Form A Recurring (Production) - Design Concept 11 (Cant)
WOS
WBS wns WOS Item COtit Number Reference Learning Spread MileHtone
Level Identification Number Item Name ($ Millions) of Units Units I nde" TID TIs Function Date
3 I XX-OO-OO-OO-OO Reusable space tug- 351 - 1 90% .36 3b 50/50 April 19t1l
lunar lander-ri.lanned
4 IXX-OI-OO-OO-OO Propulsion module 30 n I 90%
4 IXX-Ol-OO-OO-OO Intdligence mlodule 147 6 I 90,,/,
4 IXX-OJ-OO-OO-OO Crew module 58 4 I 90%
4 1XX - 04- 00- 00- 00 Tank tiet l3 6 1 90%
4 IXX-05-00-00-00 Landing gear kit J 6 I 90%
..( I XX-Ob-OO-OO-OO Cargo module l 12. I 90%
4 IXX-09-00-00-00 Logi8tic8 support I I
4 1XX- 10- 00- 00- 00 Operations support 49
4 I XX-Il- 00- 00- 00 Ground support 6
equipment
4 IXX-14-00-00-00 Sys tem. suppa rt 10 !,
4 I XX-15- 00- 00- 00 Prog ram 12
lnanagernent
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Table 32. Cost Estimate Data-Form D
Nonrecurring Costs' (DDT&E)-
Design Concept 11
, .
GFY
Project WBS Items 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 Total
Reusable space tug-earth- 22 108 180 180 108 22 620
orbital-unmanned
Reusable space tug- earth- 3 30 103 144 93 22 395
orbital-manned
Reusable space tug-lunar 21 137 193 137 30 9 527
lander-manned
,
,
I
Total cost ($ millions) 22 III 210 283 273 252 215 137 30 9 1,542
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Table 33. Cost Estimate Data-Form D
Recurring Costs (Pt'oduction)-
De sign Concept 11
GFY
Project
WBS Items 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 Total
Reusable space 5 32 69 106 131 140 131 106 69 32 6 827
tug-earth-
orbi tal-
unmanned
Reusable space 15 41 64 83 94 98 94 85 69 50' 31 11 2 737
tug- earth-
orbital-
manned
Reu:sable space 6 19 31 39 45 47 45 40 33 24 15 6 1 351
tug-lunar
lander-manned
Total cost 26 92 164 228 270 285 270 231 171 106 52 17 3 1, 915
($ millions)
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Table 34. Cost Estimates for Unmanned Earth Orbital
Expendable Space Tug
Ite.m
Intelligence module
Dry weight
Nonrecurring cost
Recurring cost (1 st unit)
Propulsion module
Dry weight
Nonrecurring cost
Recurring cost (1 st unit)
Total- expendable vehicle
Dry weight
Nonrecurring cost
Recurring cost (1 st unit)
Model I (a)
Single-Stage
Expended
(C l'yogenic LOX !LH2)
(1,4591b)-
$85 M
$11. 3 M
(3,9801b)
$81 M
$4.8 M
(5,439 lb)
$166 M
$16.1 M
6-53
Modell (h)
Single-Stage
Expendable
(N20 4!A50) Storable
(1,4591b)
$85 M
$11. 3 M
-(3,3001b)
$73 M
$3.1 M
(4,759 Ib)
$158 M
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